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Malcolm Vale has been a familiar and productive historian for over forty years,
specialising initially on French and Anglo-French history, particularly Gascony
and a well-thumbed biography of Charles VII (1974), broadening to encompass
the Burgundian Netherlands. His work has encompassed diplomacy, war, chivalry,
court culture, and art history, the latter including a comparative Italian dimension.
This collection follows the usual pattern for such volumes. There is an excellent
survey of Malcolm’s career and publications by his undergraduate contemporary
Michael Jones (the Nottingham and Brittany one). Of particular interest to
Ricardian readers will be the late Maurice Keen on Anglo-French relations 1453–
91, stressing the interest of both parties in stirring dissidence in each other’s terri-
tories, with Bosworth, of course, as an example, and extending to Henry VII’s
unsuccessful attempts to keep Brittany out of the hands of the French; Mario
Damen on ‘Tournament Culture in the Low Countries and England’, culminating
in the 1467 Smithfield tournament; and Jean-Philippe Genet, on how the English
government regarded Scotland as a dependency, preferring to deal with it by trans-
border commissions rather than by full-blown ceremonial embassies. Damen
argues that tournaments remained less exclusively aristocratic in Flanders than in
England, although the gap was fast closing by 1467. As for Genet, the evidence
cited is from the commissions issued to knights of the shire for Northumberland
and Cumberland; rather inviting the immortal retort ‘Well, they would, wouldn’t
they’.

More widely, Jan Dumolyn looks at the social consequences of the physical
expansion of Bruges, nominally to 1302, but in fact looking forward into the
fifteenth century. Guilds, he argues, were a useful method of social control, but
they also gave the lower orders a stake in society and in government, resulting in
creative tension. Erik Spindler wonders why during the 1381 Peasants’ Revolt
Flemings were so particular a target for vicious action (beheading); concluding
that this was to create social solidarity among the rebels. That surely, may have
been a consequence, but it can hardly have been a motive. Guillaume Pepin con-
trasts Gascony, where the Gascon language extended well beyond political bound-
aries, with Brittany, where the eastern areas were almost entirely monolingual
French. He emphasises that the ducal court, normally at Rennes or Nantes, was
thoroughly French, and that the last duke to speak Breton died in 1112. This in no
way weakened ducal assertion of Brittany’s de facto autonomy. In contrast, Mario
Joao Violante Branco sees the use of the vernacular in Portuguese political docu-
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ments as a means of political assertion. Frédérique Lachaud looks at the citation
of the ‘teachings of St Louis’ in fourteenth-century England, notably in William
of Pagula’s attack on Edward III about royal purveyance, suggesting that contem-
poraries did not see a fundamental dichotomy between the English and French
realms. Edward III was, of course, a direct descendant of the royal saint. Jean
Dunbabin writes of Philip of Chieti, a Flemish nobleman who by 1284 had
acquired a valuable fief in the Italian Regno under French auspices. This did not
prevent him returning to Flanders in 1303–05 to lead Flemish resistance to Philippe
IV, unsuccessfully as it turned out. Paul Booth sees the Black Prince’s disafforesta-
tion of Wirral in his earldom of Chester as indicating repentance for having
milked the county for his military exploits in France and Castile, and indeed his
burial at Canterbury as invoking Becket’s protection against the consequences of
his misdeeds. I found the most intriguing article that of Rita Costa-Gomes on the
manufacture in African workshops of carved ivories, ‘olifants’, with motifs
(hunting scenes featuring European animals, heraldry) designed for export, and
their use as prestigious gifts by European princes.

So far, so good; the usual Festschrift collection of rather disparate articles. What
gives this volume an unusual flavour is the inclusion of a severely methodological
introduction, by two of the editors, Lautschner and Skoda, and the ‘conclusion’ by
John Watts. Watts admits that ‘It is not hard to imagine how Malcolm Vale might
respond to a question like this; an ironically arched eyebrow, a non-committal
smile, a return to what actually happened’. I felt initially that, amid a flurry of
abstract language, the editors are saying little more than ‘boundaries of all sorts
are frequently crossed in many ways, commercial, cultural etc.; and that the effect
is two-way, not unilateral’; perhaps, too, that ‘exchange’ can be negative or posi-
tive, or a bit of both, like globalisation today. They extend the concept of ‘bound-
aries’ beyond those on the map to include all sorts of divisions, social, cultural,
gender and so on; so much so as to stretch the concept to breaking point. Watts
makes the point that specialisation and complexity make it difficult or impossible
for professional historians to communicate with the general public. I would
suggest that ‘theory’ is a major barrier.

And yet, on reflection, ‘theory’ can administer a salutary shock to the historian,
jerk him or her out of a stultifying cosiness. English late-medieval history is still
largely discussed in national terms, with particular ‘international’ topics as impor-
tant add-ons; Anglo-French-Burgundian war and diplomacy; cultural history, too
often still seen as the slow colonisation of England by Italian ‘humanism’; Anglo-
Netherlands commerce. As for the church, in spite of a good deal of impressive
work, most recently by Margaret Harvey, popes and councils are ‘noises off ’ for the
most part. The editors advocate the term ‘trans-national’ rather than international,
since the latter presumes political boundaries as the primary organising factor.
‘Nation’ of course is at least as fluid and problematic as ‘state’ (‘proto-state’,
‘embryo-state’?). Almost any concept presents theoretical difficulties, either because
the word was not used, or because its meaning has changed. But historians are
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unconsciously creatures of habit. Let us again take the church as an example. From,
say 1000 to about 1300, it is discussed in terms of Christendom, or at least Latin
Christendom; no “English’ history can ignore Cluny, or Francis and Dominic, or
Gregory VII. Yet for the next two centuries the story of the church in England is
told in a severely national framework. Rare is an account of the Latin church which
uses examples from England. I remember how surprised I was when Francis Oakley
in his TheWestern Church in the Later Middle Ages (1979) adduced Richard Fox as
an example of a certain concept of Latin episcopacy; not because his example was
inappropriate, far from it, but because it was unexpected. Of course, secular author-
ities had increasingly extended their control of the church, which had become more
localised as a result. Yet there is merit in trying to break out of the national stereo-
type if we can. The point here is that we do need to test our assumptions, whether
about periodisation or about identities, and to face up to the fact that, as the editors
and Watts emphasise, identity is multiple and fluid, dependent on circumstances,
not a question of brutal ‘either-or’. In that sense the theoretical discussion in this
book, daunting as much of it is, may yet be salutary.

John Watts, ahead of the game as always, gives the argument a further twist:
‘We should [now] consider turning back to these behemoths [nation-states] and
ask how and why they were constructed, and what part they played in a politics
which was full of semi-autonomous, but very unequal, powers.’ More frivolously,
a splendid error, the appearance in the index of one Dirk Obolensky, rather than
Dmitri. ‘Dirk’ gives a wildly inappropriate impression of the late scholar, courtly
Oxford professor and Russian prince.

CLIFFORD S.L. DAVIES

A SHORTHISTORYOF PARLIAMENT: England, Great Britain, the United
Kingdom, Ireland, and Scotland. Edited by Clyve Jones. 2009. The Boydell Press,
Woodbridge, £75. isbn 978–8438371–6

Jones’s book achieves the very difficult task of digesting in a single volume current
understanding of all the British parliaments from the beginning. Experts have
authored twenty-six sections on the evolution of parliament to 1215 and 1307, the
House of Lords 1529–1629, 1640–60, 1660–1707, and thereafter, on the House of
Commons 1327–1529, 1529–1601, 1603–29, 1640–60, 1666–1707, etc, on the
Scottish Parliament to 1707 and the Irish Parliament to 1800, the legislatures of
Man, the Channel Isles, and Eire, Stormont and even the modern devolved assem-
blies of Scotland and Wales. It is very well-structured, easy to navigate, accessible
and readable. Having all this material in a short compass usefully raises wider
issues: the evolution from the royal assent that terminated sessions in the mid-
sixteenth century raises the issue for medievalists of when and why this practice
began, since it was clearly not current in 1459, for instance. Even such a substantial
volume of 386 pages cannot be comprehensive: there is only one reference (p. 24)
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to Richard III’s parliament for instance, even though such aspects as Bishop
Russell’s opening sermons are of much wider relevance. Much has been learnt since
the last overview, Davies’ and Denton’s English Parliament in the Later Middle Ages
(1981), most strikingly at the beginning of the story where Maddicott’s ‘Origins
and Beginnings to 1215’ usefully summarises his Ford Lectures (The Origins of the
English Parliament 924–1327, Oxford 2010), and Brand codifies much that is not
easily accessible elsewhere. The new edition of The Parliament Rolls of Medieval
England and the 1386–1421 volumes of the History of ParliamentTrust were major
events. The two later medieval sections by Chris Given-Wilson and Simon Payling
are reliable rather than groundbreaking; rather more revealing perhaps are those
after 1529 by Hawkyard. Interspersed with the brief text are boxes on particular
topics or statistics. Whilst some are authoritative, such as ‘Parliamentary Proxies’
and ‘Origins of Divisions’ and ‘The Language of Parliament’ (which strangely
omits the form of veto Le Roy savisera), others are not, for examples those on
‘Parliaments at Westminster and elsewhere’ and ‘The Fane Fragment’ . The expla-
nation for parliaments elsewhere do not cover the sessions at Bury (1447),
Winchester (1449) or Reading (1453) and Edward IV several times summoned par-
liament to York. W.H. Dunham found other days from the Lords Journal for 1461
and several from the reign of Henry IV. His article in Speculum, volume 51 (1976),
is absent from the very select bibliographies attached to each chapter. So too are
those of R.E. Horrox, J.R. Lander, the present reviewer, and indeed S.J. Payling,
the books of George Holmes on The Good Parliament of 1376, J.S. Roskell on the
Impeachment of Michael de la Pole, Helen Miller and Paul Cavill on the parliaments
on Henry VII, and Simon Phillips on the prior of St John. Lord Wedgwood’s
History of Parliament 1439–1509 is also omitted. Jones’s book is a useful handy
summary therefore that certainly every university library should possess, but it is
not particularly authoritative, nor a reliable guide to further reading.

MICHAEL HICKS

THE FIFTEENTH-CENTURY INQUISITIONS POSTMORTEM:
A Companion. Edited by Michael Hicks. 2012. The Boydell Press, Woodbridge,
£50.00 (hbk). isbn 978–1–84383–712–1.

The great series of inquiries into the landholdings and heirs of deceased tenants-
in-chief of the English Crown has long been one of the most widely used sources
for the history of medieval England. It is all the more regrettable that the history
of its publication has been, to say the least, fraught. As Sean Cunningham’s con-
tribution to this volume describes, a first summary calendar of the medieval inqui-
sitions was produced in the first quarter of the nineteenth century, but soon found
wanting. A new programme of publication that began in 1896 with abstracts of
the inquisitions for the reign of Henry III produced twenty volumes, before grind-
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ing to a halt almost exactly a century after its inception. A continuation of the
series into the reign of Henry VI under the auspices of an AHRC-funded project
directed by Professor Christine Carpenter of Cambridge University was brought
under way in 1999, and took the calendars up to 1447, leaving a – particularly to
the student of Yorkist England – highly frustrating gap of thirty-eight years from
1447 to 1485.

The essays collected in this companion volume to the series of calendars arise for
the most part from the papers presented at a two-day conference about the inqui-
sitions held at Winchester University in September 2010, in the wake of a renewed
bid by Professor Michael Hicks to bring the calendaring work to completion. The
contributors to the volume include on the one hand several of those involved in
the production of the latest series of calendars, who bring to the table their unri-
valled knowledge of the documents themselves and the administrative processes
that led to their creation, and on the other hand a group of scholars from a variety
of areas of the historical discipline who draw upon their own experience of the
inquisitions to reflect upon their various possible uses.

The result is perhaps not as straightforward to use as might be desired from a
‘companion’. In his introduction Michael Hicks seeks to provide a gateway into
the material tailored to the needs of the novice, and in its final section he provides
some useful caveats about its use. By contrast, many other chapters, not least the
pieces by Kate Parkin, Claire Noble and Matthew Holford, will be of rather greater
interest to the more experienced scholar than to the newcomer to the field. Noble’s
piece, perhaps somewhat oddly placed near the back of the volume, is concerned
with the different writs that might be employed to initiate the taking of an inqui-
sition post mortem, while Parkin’s, earlier on, uses the example of inquisitions into
the landholdings of idiots to tease out details of the process followed on the
journey from the writ to the record of the inquiry. Parkin in particular is at pains
to emphasize that whatever their other value as historical sources, the inquisitions
shed light on the lives of real individuals, around whose plight the administrative
process over their lands revolved. In a similar vein, Holford’s piece on the jurors
who took the inquisitions uses detailed prosopographical data to shed some light
on these most shadowy of characters found in this particular series of documents.
By his masterly handling of the limited information that can be assembled about
a group of men who were pivotal to the functioning of royal administration in
their locality, but by virtue of the paucity of local records often too insignificant to
leave much trace in the surviving archives, Holford provides a contribution of the
first importance to the history of local government.

Further up the social ladder contributions by the two senior scholars who have
successively spearheaded recent efforts to complete the calendaring of the medieval
inquisitions focus on those groups of society for whose study this material has tra-
ditionally been used, the nobility and gentry. Michael Hicks’s second chapter,
which is concerned with the information found in the inquisitions on the passage
of landholdings from one generation to the next, looks, above all, to the upper
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end of the scale. His subjects are those landowners who had estates large enough
to parcel out jointures or substantial dowers, which, along with lands held by the
fathers of the children of deceased heiresses by the courtesy of England, could
diminish the fortunes of an heir long after his or her coming of age. Christine
Carpenter’s essay by contrast treads more difficult ground in seeking to bridge the
gap between Hicks’s wealthy gentry and Holford’s jurors. Useful for the beginner
as much for its concise survey of the historiography of gentry studies as for the
pointers it provides for the future use in such inquiries of the new series of calen-
dars, one of its central themes are changes in the pattern of land-holding. While
the lesser gentry often held their lands from lords other than the king, minorities
or forfeitures of these intermediaries might nevertheless bring their holdings into
the Crown’s hands, and consequently make their tenants visible in records like the
inquisitions. Unquestionably, there are important implications here for the future
use of the inquisitions for the period of open civil war from 1455 to 1485 with its
increased level of attrition and forfeitures.

A second group of papers is concerned with the possible uses of the inquisitions
for social and economic history. A valuable starting point for the non-specialist is
here provided by Christopher Dyer’s lucid introduction to the field. While Dyer
accepts that the less detailed descriptions of individual manors and their resources
found in the fifteenth-century inquisitions makes them a less attractive resource
for the agrarian historian than their pre-Black Death counterparts, he is neverthe-
less at pains to stress how they may still be exploited. Perhaps one of Dyer’s most
interesting findings is the surprising amount of detail that may be unearthed about
towns, markets and merchants in a source more generally associated with the study
of the countryside. At the heart of the inquisitions lay the valuations and extents
of lands, perhaps the information of greatest concern to the Crown.They form the
subject of Holford’s second contribution to this collection. In an attempt to estab-
lish their relative reliability, Holford sets the extents in the context of surviving
manorial records, and finds that while the inquiries (as might be expected) rou-
tinely undervalued holdings, the discrepancy was less marked than might perhaps
be thought. In a similar vein, Margaret Yates compares the evidence for land use
found in the inquisitions for the county of Berkshire with similar information
drawn from the feet of fines, to demonstrate the relative usefulness of the data
provided by the former, when used in large numbers. It is hard not to wonder
whether Holford and Yates are doing something of a disservice to the inquisitions,
since they demonstrate, perhaps more than anything, the need to corroborate the
information found in any individual inquisition by external data, where available.
On safer ground is the contribution by Lawrence Poos, James Oeppen and
Richard Smith, who use the inquisitions to offer a critique of Josiah Russell’s classic
estimates of the rates and seasonality of mortality among tenants-in-chief in the
later middle ages, and draw particular attention to the value of the calendars in
providing ready access to mentions of individuals in contexts other than their own
deaths or comings-of-age.
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The only piece to engage directly with the problems of working from a calendar,
rather than the original document, is Oliver Padel’s essay. His critique of past and
present calendaring, indexing, and modernizing-practices, drawing upon his own
specialism of place-name studies, provides a valuable reminder that the useful-ness of
a good edition need not be restricted to the mainstream of the historical discipline.

If there is any real quibble with this interesting volume, it will have to be over
its title. The reader expecting a straightforward handbook designed to assist in the
use of the calendars (or, indeed, the as yet un-calendared originals) is likely to be
disappointed, in spite of the best efforts of Professor Hicks and several of his fellow
contributors. This is ultimately a volume of conference proceedings gathering the
experiences of those involved in the creation of the recent calendars. Nor is the
volume ultimately concerned with the ‘fifteenth-century’ inquisitions post mortem.
In their majority the contributions do not – or perhaps cannot – take into account
the change in the nature of the inquisitions in the period from 1447 to 1485, not
as yet covered by the calendars. These years – particularly those of the reigns of
the Yorkist kings – saw individual inquisitions dwindle in size and fullness. It is
hard to see how the kind of inquiries championed by several of the contributors to
this present volume could be successfully conducted with that material, and the
problems presented by comparative studies over a longer period of time are likely
to be even greater.

For the time being, however, and particularly to the specialist familiar with the
inquisitions, this is a valuable collection likely to be widely used and referred to.
The social and the economic historian, as well as his political and administrative
colleague, will find a tremendous amount to interest them here. Is it too soon to
plead for an updated edition (or indeed a second volume) once work on the
remaining inquisitions for 1447–1485 has been completed?

HANNES KLEINEKE

WARFARE IN THE MEDIEVAL WORLD. Brian Todd Carey, Joshua B.
Allfree and John Cairns. 2012, Pen and Sword Military, an imprint of Pen and
Sword Books Ltd, Barnsley, £12.99. isbn 978–184884–741–5

This book is the second volume of a two volume survey of warfare in western civil-
isation and covers the period between about the year 500 AD to 1632, a period of
just over one thousand years. In the 262 pages there is not a lot of room for too
much detail. Thus it can only be a survey of the development of warfare tech-
niques, weapons and strategy and tactics over this long period.

The book is built around what the authors describe as the four weapon systems,
heavy and light infantry and heavy and light cavalry and the changing relation-
ships between these in battles. Heavy infantry and cavalry are defined as bodies
of men who act together in a disciplined manner to have the greatest effect, as
with bodies of armoured men at arms and mounted knights. Light cavalry and
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light infantry rely on missile weapons fired from a distance, as with mounted or
dismounted archers. The book explains how the different combinations of each
varied through the ages and the thirty-three battles featured are described from
the point of view of the different combinations of each arm taking part in the
battle and how different combinations dominated over time. The whole book is
written from this theoretical viewpoint and the context of each battle and to some
extent the course of the battle are described bearing it in mind. The ‘multiphase’
battle maps are computer generated with several for each battle with detailed cap-
tions. The plans use a somewhat confusing set of symbols which take some getting
used to.

Probably so far as most readers of this journal are concerned the main interest
of this book will begin at about the description of the battle of Halidon Hill in 1333
when the young Edward III beat the Scots decisively. Edward made the first use of
what the authors describe as a new defensive tactical system. He dismounted his
knights, the heavy cavalry, and used them to support the heavy infantry, the men
at arms, and the light infantry, the longbow men.The resulting heavy defeat of the
Scots proved the value of this system. The authors describe their next two battles,
Crecy and Agincourt, from the viewpoint of this new tactical system and demon-
strate its successful application.

The authors follow these two battles by a discussion of the rise of the Swiss
Federation and their battles against the Austrians and Burgundy. They describe
the development of the new Swiss system of basing their army around a disciplined
heavy infantry able to fight in square formation and resist cavalry charges. The
infantry were aided by traditional light infantry and some cavalry.The Burgundian
army was well organised into units consisting of light and heavy horse and light
and heavy infantry. Despite this the Burgundians were no match for the Swiss
heavy infantry. The increased use of artillery, both large in the form of heavy guns
and of hand guns is given its due attention in this chapter. The book then goes on
to the wars of the sixteenth and seventeenth century and the changes in the tech-
niques of warfare.

It will be noticed that this book does not describe battles in England after
Halidon Hill despite the increased use and sophistication of the English defensive
system in the Wars of the Roses, which are ignored. This may be a good thing
since according to the index the authors appear to believe that the Black Prince was
Edward IV. Despite this the book is a useful as an overview of the evolution of
warfare over some 1200 years.

PETER W. HAMMOND
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RICHARD III. David Baldwin. 2012. Amberley Publishing, Stroud, £20.
isbn 978–1–4456–01823.

It is possible (though perhaps now unlikely) that at some time in the
twenty-first century an excavator may yet reveal the slight remains of
this famous monarch.

Thus the author of the present book twenty-six years ago in his article about
Richard III’s grave at Leicester. At the time of writing this review he had not yet
been proved right or wrong – and he had, of course, carefully added his doubts
anyway. In his biography of the king Baldwin uses a similar mix of statements and
doubts and the book is recommended by its publisher for this even-handed
approach.

What the author set out to do was to discover ‘what Richard III was really like’.
This seems an impossible mission, and so it turns out to be. In the end we still
have to be content with our own conclusions. Yet there is a lot here to draw con-
clusions from: fifteen (short) chapters are packed with information, including
almost everything that has been unearthed recently and all the old and new myths
that have been dispelled.

The first chapter introduces some of the ‘Conflicting opinions’ about the king,
such as Thomas Langton’s, Dominic Mancini’s, and John Rous’, opinions
Ricardians know well and which should warn us that contemporaries certainly
did not know what the king was ‘really like’. Richard’s childhood and his formative
years are discussed sympathetically and clearly. The period before Edward IV’s
death shows up the young duke’s acquisitiveness, his efforts to be a ‘good lord’,
his military activity, his support of his brother and his role in the North. The inex-
plicable events of the summer of 1483 are summarised as ‘a series of decisive, bril-
liantly executed manoeuvres which completely wrong-footed [Richard’s]
sometimes bewildered opponents’ and ‘Richard did not always want to act as he
did ... but saw no alternative if he was to secure his own long-term future’ (p. 127).
I prefer this conclusion to the one reached later, when the king’s supposed treat-
ment of his mother and his wife have been presented: ‘when he wanted something
badly, all notions of ‘right’ and propriety went out of the window’ (p. 132). Richard
is also blamed indirectly for something that no medieval prince could afford to
do: rule strictly according to the precepts of the Christian faith, and in this context
the traditional phrases of ‘his’ prayer are taken to mean that he felt ‘he had his
back to the wall’(p. 126). Also in this section claims made by others about the
king’s state of mind are confusingly and suggestively mixed with the author’s own
milder judgments. Richard’s dream of a crusade – another staple ingredient of the
mindset of contemporary princes – is ascribed to his ‘tendency to indulge in
wishful thinking and voice thoughts that were impractical or unrealistic’. This
makes the author wonder whether it was overconfidence that lost him the battle
at Bosworth (p. 127). If one wishes to gauge the depths of a historical person’s char-
acter such theories are no doubt unavoidable, but they remain pure speculation,
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depending on the beholder and the facts selected for scrutiny. Similarly the discus-
sion of the most sensitive issue, the fate of the princes, also goes round in circles
and leads nowhere.

I have some more minor quibbles and I put them forward to remind readers of
the complexity of the evidence. It is possible that Dominic Mancini did ‘feed’ his
patron, Angelo Cato, ‘deliberate falsehoods’ (p. 15), because he wrote to please,
and by the time he edited the final version of his report, the story had been well
rehearsed, the old king of France was dead, his thirteen-year old son on the throne,
and Cato and his political friends were happy to possess a ‘horror’ story that
proved the dangers of a minority. Another problem is the fact that the author, like
most commentators, when mentioning the 1674 find of human bones under some
stairs in the Tower of London, quotes Thomas More as saying that the princes
were buried ‘at the stair foot’ (p. 117), but forgets to add that they were, according
to the same author, almost immediately dug up again and reburied in another,
entirely unknown place. Why use one statement, but not the other?

Some people and things are mentioned so much in passing that the reader is
left puzzled. When describing the Bosworth campaign the author gives a long
quotation concerning the army of Charles the Bold, which is supposed to be
helpful, but as it is not followed by any close argument the comparison is left
hanging in the air. And what, for example, is ‘the pro-Yorkist Arrivall’? Who was
‘the French [!] chronicler Jean de Waurin’? Richard’s books are given less than two
pages, and the result is a mere list of their titles which will probably leave most
readers totally bewildered. The peace negotiations with Scotland in September
1484 are not mentioned at all, nor the Scottish envoy’s interesting reference to
Richard’s physique. Not a word is spent on the king’s relationship with his univer-
sities and learned men, or the comforting knowledge that in 1495 one of Richard’s
servants could openly request that all members of the University of Cambridge
should honour the king’s memory every year on the eve of the day of his death.

This study is not always an easy read, because so much is packed into a limited
number of pages. The illustrations are attractive; it is a pleasure to meet a publisher
willing to allow thirty-two pages of colour. There is a list of dramatis personae, two
family trees, some black and white illustrations, an appendix on ‘Fees and annu-
ities ... of Middleham 1473–74’, endnotes, a bibliography and a short index.

LIVIA VISSER-FUCHS

THE VIEWS OF THE HOSTS OF ALIEN MERCHANTS 1440–1444.
Edited by Helen Bradley. London Record Society, Volume XLVI. 2012.
The Boydell Press, Woodbridge, £25 to non-members.

isbn 978–0–900952–50–0

Historians have long lamented the paucity of private documents such as account
books and letter collections for the study of English medieval commerce.The Cely
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letters, the account books of Gilbert Maghfeld and (for the early sixteenth century)
those ofThomas Howell of London and John Smith of Bristol show what we have
lost. On the other hand England enjoys some of the best administrative docu-
ments in Europe. Legal and financial records in particular go some way towards
revealing the commercial techniques and the networks of contacts used by English
merchants. In this volume Helen Bradley shows how yet another group of gov-
ernment records can illustrate the contacts developed by English merchants, in
this case with their alien clients. In 1439 an act was passed to regulate the activity
of alien merchants staying in England with the intention of stopping their export
of bullion. From Easter 1440 alien merchants arriving in England were to register
with the town authorities, who would assign them lodgings with designated
English hosts. These would oversee and record the aliens’ sales and purchases of
goods and report twice a year to the Exchequer. The resulting reports (known as
‘Views of Hosts’) illustrate, as Dr Bradley says, ‘the range of trading patterns used
by different alien groups and the nature of their relationships with English mer-
chants and craftspeople’. The legislation, intended to last for seven years in the
first instance, fell into abeyance by 1445, but it has left us an invaluable group of
records of commercial transactions in the early 1440s. The series (like so many tax
returns) is far from complete. The surviving ‘Views’ cluster in the first two years
of legislation (1440–1442) and tail off by 1444. Fifty-two views survive for London,
nine for Southampton, twelve for Hull and none for other ports. This is a fairly
small group of records, but therein lies the strength of this volume. Dr Bradley is
able to publish fully all the known surviving reports. The texts are published in
translation and also made easily accessible by being ordered systematically by port,
host, and dates. Her full and clear section on Editorial Method explains exactly
how she has arranged the material. The content is fascinating. The London hosts
oversaw the many luxuries imported by Italian merchants: rich velvets, silks, bro-
cades, cloth of gold, sweet wines, sugar, and green ginger, destined for the court
and aristocratic, ecclesiastical, and high municipal purchasers. They also oversaw
the sale of full suits of Milanese armour to individuals such as Sir John Cressy
(Cresy). Southampton hosts recorded many goods travelling both ways between
that port and London. Not all imports were luxuries by any means: at
Southampton Italian imports of woad and alum were destined for the cloth indus-
try and Iberian imports of iron for the iron industries. At all three ports hosts also
oversaw sales of everyday necessities from the Low Countries and the Baltic, such
as garlic, onions, fish, eels, timber, beer, linen and madder (also for the cloth indus-
try). The more widely used customs accounts also reveal information about goods
and trade directions in these ports, but they lack the details of distribution, clients,
and market prices which we find in these records and which were not part of the
custom collectors’ concerns. The ‘Views’ of the alien merchants’ purchases for
export are as interesting as their imports, because the English cloths they bought
are described in far more detail than they are in the customs accounts. The ‘Views’
make clear what a range of colours and types English makers could produce:
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crimson, red, black, murrey, striped, and medley cloths, kerseys, broadcloth and
straits from the Cotswolds, Northampton, Ludlow, Colchester, Suffolk, Essex and
many other places.

Dr Bradley provides an excellent introduction to the text. She clearly sets out
the economic background to the legislation and the English perception that their
economic difficulties were at least partly caused by foreign merchants exporting
bullion. She then discusses the alien merchants, their English hosts, their cus-
tomers and their suppliers, to show how their trading networks are revealed by
the documents. She also comments on the goods imported and exported, weights,
measures and prices. The text is followed by brief but helpful biographies of many
of the English and alien merchants mentioned.This adds considerably more depth
to the reader’s understanding of the distribution and supply networks than would
a simple list of names. There is also a select glossary of commodities.

It is hard to fault the volume, which is clear, full and well produced. One might
note that sugar ‘de iij kute’ (p. 24 note) is possibly the same as ‘cuit’, signifying
the level of refining, rather than the quality of the cane at harvest. And one always
wants more: it might have been interesting to have had the lists of assignments
even where there were no surviving ‘Views’, but Dr Bradley makes clear where
these lists exist and her reasons for not extending this volume to include them (p.
lii). Indeed there is little to criticize at all. Dr Bradley has provided a full and accu-
rate edition of an interesting set of documents and opened them to a range of his-
torians who might want to trace people, goods, networks, prices, and medieval
administrative practices.

WENDY R. CHILDS

PERCEFOREST. The Prehistory of King Arthur’s Britain. Translated by Nigel
Bryant. 2011. 820 pages. Arthurian Studies, D.S. Brewer, Cambridge; an imprint
of Boydell and Brewr, Woodbridge, £60. isbn 978–1–84384–262–0

A PERCEFOREST READER. Translated and selected by Nigel Bryant. 2011. 117
pages. D.S Brewer, Cambridge, an imprint of Boydell and Brewr, Woodbridge,
£12.99. isbn 978–1–84384–290–3.

When William Caxton printed Raymon Lull’s famous treatise on the Order of
Chivalry in 1484 he added an epilogue in which he advised King Richard III to
hold tournaments and thus keep his knights in training, and he exhorted the
knights themselves to give up bath-houses and gaming and turn to good books or
‘noble volumes’. The examples he gave are all Arthurian stories: theGrail, Lancelot,
Galahad, Tristan, Percival and Gawain and among them he included the rather
less well-known Perse Forest or Perceforest. Ever since coming across this ‘book-list’
of Caxton’s years ago I have wondered what he had, realistically, in mind? Many
Arthurian stories were presented in lengthy compilations but none were as
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immense as Perceforest. Did Caxton really expect any of his customers to have
access to a full manuscript edition of almost 6000 pages, such as the only complete
copy to survive, which was made for Philip the Good of Burgundy (Paris,
Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal mss 3483–3494)? Or did he know there were other,
shorter, versions around, perhaps selections, in manuscript or print? Did King
Richard ever read any of these stories in any form?

Faced with this fascinating but enormous text and the fact that the original
French is being edited by Librairie Droz in Geneva – where the end is in sight,
with five of the story’s six Parts (or Books) so far published (in eleven volumes!) –
the translator and the publisher of the books under review took a very sensible
decision: to publish a modern, easy-to-read, re-telling in English, which includes
all the stories, but not every word of the text, for those really interested, and a very
brief but representative selection, also in English, to entice the more hesitant. For
Parts I-IV the translator was able to use the Droz edition, the other two are based
on the printed text of 1528. Secondary literature on all aspects of the text is also
considerable, and growing apace: on its individual heroes, on mothers in
Perceforest, the horse in Perceforest, magic in Perceforest, irony, orality, and ‘post-
colonial fictions’ in Perceforest – and we need not be surprised, as each Part contains
more than fifty stories for literary scholars and historians to take apart. The trans-
lator of the book has worked as a theatre director and producer of radio drama
and he correctly claims that there are ‘scenes of which the director of any action
movie would be proud, not to mention comedy both verbal and physical (and
sometimes bawdy), and scenes of love and horror and extravagant adventure’.
Perceforest is a compilation of fairy tales, chivalric romances and ‘action’ stories.

Their ‘matter’ is the pre-history of the Arthurian world, in which Britain, on the
verge of chaos and disaster, is saved by the arrival of no less a hero than Alexander
the Great. He establishes a new order and places a new king on the throne, the
future Perceforest, who clears the island of evil-doers. The adventures and disasters
of the next two generations, including their destruction by Julius Caesar, continue
the epic, until finally Arthur’s time is about to come. It is impossible and, indeed,
unnecessary, to give more details here, as large sections of both books, including
their introductions, can be read on Google Books at any time.

The introduction to the larger edition discusses the many remarkable sides to
the fourteenth-century, anonymous author’s view of the world. He was a great
entertainer, his work may be compared to the James Bond novels; his vision of
chivalry was truly high-minded; his respect for women and their position aston-
ishing, and, through the mighty power of Love, they are to him the fount of all
knightly deeds and virtues. His fascination with, and enjoyment of, the diversity
and marvels of the created world is as remarkable as his image of the Christian
God as a ‘sovereign’, to whom the many deities of the pagan world in which the
stories are set, are accepted vassals.

Perhaps one sample can be given to illustrate the ‘filmographic’ features of some
of the tales told.The scene is a coronation banquet, seating three thousand knights
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and ladies. First all guests are presented with chaplets of roses at such speed that
everyone is left bewildered; then, as by magic, all knights bend towards their ladies
to kiss them. When the food is served rabbits and wildfowl are brought to life on
the table by magical huntsmen, and to the ineffable joy of the company all the
animals are hunted around and above the guests by hounds and falcons – until
they suddenly return to the plates and everything is as it was before. Next ‘in an
instant the place was full of hinds ... And it seemed to everyone, knights and ladies
alike, that the quartered fawns in their platters ... were whole again ... and each
mother appeared to run to her son and suckle him.The company watched in utter
delight; and a moment later the wild man ... gave a loud whistle, whereupon the
hinds set off towards the forest with their fawns bounding joyously after them.’

LIVIA VISSER-FUCHS

ROLESOF THE SEA INMEDIEVAL ENGLAND. Edited by Richard Gorski.
2012. The Boydell Press, Woodbridge, £50. isbn: 978–1–84383–701–5

This is a volume of papers resulting from a conference in 2008 by a mix of distin-
guished maritime scholars and those newer to the study; notes on the contributors
are included. Although the period covered is broadly from 1200 to 1500, the empha-
sis is on the fourteenth century. This might at first appear disappointing to those
primarily interested in the later fifteenth century, but work on a century before is
always relevant to understanding what comes after, either continuity or change.

A small majority of the nine papers focus on military and naval affairs, but as
rapidly becomes apparent war and trade are inextricably linked, while the minor
issues of fishing, travel and ideas of the sea held by contemporaries are also explored.
Richard Gorski provides an impressive overview of the roles of the sea as it affected
medieval Englishmen and the many aspects of maritime life covered by his fellow
authors. Three of the papers concentrate on the naval campaigns of Edward II and
Edward III: Craig Lambert on the contribution of the Cinque Ports, David
Simpkin on the role of England’s admirals, 1369–1389, and Tony K. Moore on a
cost-benefit analysis of one campaign, that of Margate/Cadzand in 1387. The
crown’s need for ships, not just for war but to transport diplomats, officials and
royal travellers, was behind the very unusual confederation of towns known as the
Cinque Ports.The ports virtually controlled the Straits of Dover and the passage to
northern France, which was essential for the ease of ruling the Angevin empire. In
return for the right to manage much of their own affairs under their Warden, the
ports’ service was to provide, when required, fifty-seven ships with their crews
serving without pay for the first fortnight but waged thereafter. As Susan Rose
points out in her paper on the value of the confederation to the crown throughout
the medieval period, the number of the Ports it comprised had risen to twelve by the
mid-fourteenth century and there were many, larger, ports quite as significant for
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the provision of ships for royal fleets, but the Ports nonetheless tenaciously held on
to their rights. Rose’s paper is complemented by Lambert, who shows that while the
Ports’ feudal service had become a minor component in the requisitioning of mer-
chant shipping to raise a royal fleet, and its sailors were now paid, they still provided
a number of ships as great or greater than many larger ports and, because of their
position, they continued to play an important role in the national defence network;
their greatest importance, however, lay in their resources of ships and experienced
sailors. Their warden was always a man close to the king and after the admirals,
was the most important naval functionary; even in the fifteenth century, Warwick
the Kingmaker found the wardenship a useful office to hold.

The fourteenth century admirals studied by David Simkins never served for
longer than a year or so, but they did have much in common; usually peers or men
close to the king and often experienced soldiers. They may not have had much
naval experience, but their vice-admirals usually had much greater knowledge of
the sea and coastal communities. There were always two admirals, one with juris-
diction north and east of the Thames, the other south and west. Their key role
was requisitioning, impressing ships and manpower for royal fleets through their
deputies and officials. They were also expected to lead large retinues on all major
naval expeditions, even if they were not in command, as they frequently were. The
compilation of the Black Book of the Admiralty for Henry V’s admiral, Sir
Thomas Beaufort, shows how sophisticated admiralty affairs had become by the
early fifteenth century. In the Yorkist period the pattern continued. Richard, as
duke of Gloucester, was admiral of England, a single post, but he too appointed
vice-admirals who knew the sea. Tony K. Moore’s attempt to use the modern
concept of a cost-benefit analysis on a particular campaign is surprisingly success-
ful. He assesses the cost of the earl of Arundel’s fleet which intercepted a much
larger French/Flemish one off Margate and overcame it in a running battle which
ended at Cadzand, off the Flemish coast, at nearly £19,000, which was covered by
a parliamentary subsidy. The financial benefits were substantial, not least because
the French fleet was convoying the annual wine fleet from La Rochelle to the Low
Countries. Even after compensating ship-owners for their loss of trade and paying
the sailors, the crown received about £4,250 from its share of the sale of captured
ships, the ransoms of their crews and the sale of their cargo; since the cost of the
fleet had been paid for by subsidy, that sum was clear profit. This sum was one
quarter of the overall profit, the remaining three quarters went to Arundel and his
fleet; one quarter to the ship owners, and half to Arundel and his men. In each of
the fifty-one ships, the admiral was allocated two shares, the master two also, and
each sailor one, so the division was remarkably egalitarian.

While even the fourteenth century papers have some relevance for the Yorkist
period, the remaining papers have more direct impact. Marcus Pitcaithly pursues
the question of piracy and Anglo-Hanseatic relations for the period 1385–1420. He
traces the background of the Hanse and the trading facilities it won for itself in
England while it dominated the trade of northern Europe, and the rivalry which
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arose from the challenge of English traders in the Baltic and their demands for
trading reciprocity in the Hanseatic ports. The rise of piracy hampered trade on
both sides and was not helped by Henry IV’s fondness for issuing letters of marque
in peacetime, which English captains used to justify indiscriminate piracy.
Reprisals and insoluble legal battles ensued and, while it was obviously in every-
one’s interests to reach a settlement, it was not until 1474 that a treaty was signed
at Utrecht and peace achieved. The English did not gain reciprocity, but their
rights in Hanseatic ports were codified.

Crossing to the west coast of England, Tim Bowly’s study of Bristol’s maritime
trade with Ireland is exclusively fifteenth century. While the trade of the second
city to London was focussed on the export of first wool and then cloth to Ireland,
its imports were primarily skins and hides but above all, fish. By the fifteenth
century, Irish trade only accounted for about eight per cent of Bristol’s trade, but
in 1485, fifty-three per cent of voyages by Bristol ships were to Ireland. It was lesser
merchants who were involved, not the elite. The wealthier trade was exclusively
with southern Europe, but much of this was not carried by English ships at all.

Richard Unger deals much more broadly with the changes in design and con-
struction of ships over three centuries. In the early period there were substantial
differences between ships of the Mediterranean and those of northern European
waters with their many regional differences. Over time, these differences were
gradually ironed out, changes coming about by the diffusion and combination of
different techniques rather than any radical improvements or inventions. Unger
steers the reader through the gradual changes without overwhelming them with
technical details. He also points out that the English crown did not follow south-
ern custom of government-funded shipyards or arsenals. It did, however, offer
subsidies to encourage larger commercial vessels that could be hired in wartime;
one of the best-documented examples being the part-funding by Edward IV of
Lord Howard’s ship, the ‘Edward’.

Ian Friel, in the last paper, summarises how much the sea mattered to medieval
England, not just its influence on the climate, but after the era of sea-borne inva-
sions had passed, the effect of the Channel as a moat. Almost all England’s richest
towns were sea ports or on rivers with easy access; coastal trade facilitated the move-
ment of heavy goods, overseas trade brought in overseas luxuries while the export
of wool and cloth made England wealthy. For the crown, customs duties on over-
seas trade was a major source of income. Even inland dwellers were aware of where
their wool was headed, churches aroused awareness with their images of Jonah and
Noah, and with prayers for pilgrims and thanksgivings for their safe return. Those
practically involved with the sea and shipping were confined to a narrow coastal
strip, but the effects were felt much wider. Overall this is a wide-ranging volume,
packed with interest for the general reader as well as the specialist.

ANNE CRAWFORD
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PATRONS AND PROFESSIONALS IN THE MIDDLE AGES. Proceedings
of the 2010 Harlaxton Symposium. Edited by Paul Binski and Elizabeth A. New.
Harlaxton Medieval Studies, Volume XXII. 2012. ShaunTyas, Donington, £49.50.

isbn 978–1–907730–12–2.

This most recent, profusely illustrated, addition to the distinguished Harlaxton
Medieval Studies series, which will celebrate its silver jubilee in 2014, consists of a
short introduction to the theme of ‘Patrons and Professionals in the Middle Ages’,
twenty substantive papers covering a very wide chronological and thematic range
as the terse summaries which follow will demonstrate, and an excellent index.
After a detailed account by Nicholas Vincent of the intentions of Richard Poer,
Bishop of Salisbury (1217–28) in moving his cathedral from Old Sarum to
Salisbury (in which Vincent strongly argues that ‘eschatological and exegetical
ideas that tell us much about the tangled relations between thirteenth-century
“regnum” and “sacerdotium”’ can be discerned’), the rest of the papers are arranged
under three headings. Most are extremely well-grounded in both documentary
and material evidence, with consideration usually also being given to the wider
historical context within which works of art were produced or patrons lived.

In the first section ‘Patrons and Professionals’, Paul Brand provides an author-
itative analysis of the relationship between the earliest professional lawyers and
their clients in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. Philippa Hoskin
considers the growing bureaucracy of English episcopal chanceries in much the
same period and Claire Daunton examines aspects of the priestly profession in the
fifteenth century. Susan Powell then discusses, in one of the contributions which
will be of greatest interest to Ricardians, the role of Lady Margaret Beaufort as a
patron of scholars and scholarship. This is a topic which has already attracted con-
siderable recent interest, but it allows Powell to give us a foretaste of the rich mate-
rial that her planned edition of the main manuscript sources relating to Lady
Margaret’s household and possessions will shortly make available.

Under ‘Patronage and Professionals in Continental Europe’, an eclectic range of
topics are aired: somewhat apart chronologically from any other paper, Sam
Barrett considers the sponsorship of Latin Song as illustrated in two Carolingian
poetic collections. Then Claudia Bolgia demonstrates convincingly how some
Franciscan friars played a practical role in the production of mosaics and gilded
glass in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Italy. Documentary evidence is care-
fully linked with physical remains in Michael Davis’s discussion of the construc-
tion of the cathedral of Clermont-Ferrand in the 1270s. The probable patronage
of Reinald I, Count of Guelders (1271–1326), in the production of the ‘oldest
extensively illuminated Middle Dutch manuscript’, which includes a translation
of Richard de Fournival’s Bestiaire d’Amour, is argued by Marie Meuwese, while
the patronage of Reinald’s contemporary, the formidable Mahaut, Countess of
Artois and Franche-Comté (d. 1329), in the making of three Flemish altarpieces is
described by Régine Page. In a learned and profusely annotated essay, centring on
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a change of seal by Charles V of France in 1364, Brigitte Bedos-Rezak argues, some-
times rather too delphically as far as this reader is concerned, ‘for the ability of
seals to form systemic patterns that may be said to have their own efficacy as
“patrons” ... channeling human action and reaction, and forming parameters
within which their own production and interpretation took place’.

Under the third heading, ‘Patrons and Professionals in England’, the focus
centres very strongly on artistic production in late medieval England, highlighting
some already well-known artefacts in specific case-studies as well as disinterring
many other works of art, especially in East Anglia. Julian Luxford discusses the
patronage of Walter of Monington, one of the most notable abbots of Glastonbury
(1342–75), which is unusually well-documented in the abbey’s chronicles and other
contemporary records. Jessica Berenbeim examines personal and institutional
patronage in the production of perhaps the most celebrated and beautifully-crafted
of all illuminated missals, that of Sherborne (BL, Add. MS 74236). The artistic
patronage of the higher clergy below the rank of bishop is informatively treated by
David Lepine, while David Griffith traces a developing tradition of displaying the
Seven Works of Mercy in late medieval English and Welsh parish churches
(though St Mary’s, Ruabon, is the only Welsh one still possessing damaged traces
of painting as opposed to fifty surviving English examples, the vast majority in
eastern England, above all again East Anglia but scattered also as far west as
Cornwall or north as the North Riding). In discussing how patrons helped to
determine the design of tomb monuments, Nigel Saul usefully brings together
much information on a topic he has already considered in earlier publications,
including his outstanding synthesis, English ChurchMonuments in the Middle Ages.
History and Representation (Oxford 2009). Complementing Saul is T.A. Heslop in
his account of the workmanship, cost and location of the alabaster tomb of Sir
Edmund Thorpe (d. 1418) and his wife, Joan (d. 1415) at Ashwellthorpe, Norfolk,
one of a celebrated group of Chellaston alabaster monuments of the period which
also includes the tomb of Ralph Green (d. 1417) and his wife, Katherine (d. 1460)
at Lowick, Northamptonshire, for which the contract also survives. The impressive
range of late medieval East Anglian physical remains, in addition to the already-
mentioned wall-paintings, is further emphasised by David King’s discussion of
the workshop of the glass-painter, John Wighton of Norwich (d. 1457), which con-
tinued to function long after his death; an appendix lists over thirty churches
where substantial glass made in medieval Norwich can still be seen. The will of
Robert Hunt (d. 1499), gentleman, of St Margaret’s, Westminster, allows Richard
Marks, in turn, to add another very precise case concerning the commissioning
and execution of a surviving stained glass window. Finally, Lucy Wrapson describes
the practicalities of producing the polychrome rood screens, which still adorn so
many East Anglian churches. Rich and individually well-produced essays in every
sense (few typos or other inaccuracies were spotted), it might seem churlish to ask
for more from the published proceedings of what was clearly a well-organised,
extremely informative and intellectually challenging conference. But anyone
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looking for more information on the emergence of professions in the later Middle
Ages may be disappointed that only clerics and lawyers or skilled practitioners of
particular artistic crafts, were considered, a fact that the volume’s title could have
better represented or its Introduction explained.

MICHAEL JONES

THE BERKELEY ESTATE 1281–1417: Its Economy and Development.
Bridget Wells-Furby. 2012. Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society,
Bristol. £30. isbn 978–0–90019–781–9

The Vita Edwardi Secundi said aboutThomas of Lancaster that ‘You may assess his
power by the size of his patrimony’. Modern historians would readily agree that
the size of their landed estates was fundamental to the local and national political
authority of the later medieval nobility. However, as Bridget Wells-Furby points
out ‘The vagaries of the survival of sources have dictated that studies of large
medieval estates have mainly been restricted to ecclesiastical properties’
(p. 1). This study is an attempt to partly redress this imbalance using the archive
of the Berkeley family, which the author is uniquely well-placed to exploit, having
recently edited a two volume catalogue of the muniments of Berkeley Castle. The
Berkeley estate was unusually compact; the lordship of Berkeley itself was worth
about £800 annually in the 1320s and provided fourth-fifths of the income of the
family at this date. The family continued to acquire property through purchase
and marriage, and by the end of the fourteenth century, the total income of
Thomas, Lord Berkeley (d. 1417) was around £1,700 per annum. Using the un-
usually abundant source material, Wells-Furby undertakes an in-depth socio-
economic study of the acquisition, composition and management of the Berkeley
estates.

The first two chapters are the least successful. Chapter one comprises a brief
romp through the public careers, marriages and children of the lords of Berkeley,
including an unnecessary and artificial division of the peers and greater gentry
into ‘curialists’ or ‘backwoodsmen’. The second chapter, summarising the com-
position of the estate, has some strong sections, particularly on the unusually high
level of purchases in the first half of the fourteenth century, on family strategy and
a strong emphasis on female agency in the expanding or contracting of the estate.
However, there are occasional examples of the author being too close to the mate-
rial. On p. 26, we are told that the estate was worth perhaps £1,600 p.a. in 1361, but
a paragraph later it is stated that in 1389 the whole estate was worth just £1,076
annually, but no explanation is given as to the difference. It is only eight pages
later, and reading between the lines, that we find that land worth nearly £400 p.a.
was given to a younger son, John of Beverstone. The section comparing the
Berkeley estate with other noble patrimonies is overly based on the outdated
Estates of the Higher Nobility by George Holmes, and would have benefitted from
more extensive use of subsequent works on individual noble families.
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The study comes into its own as it narrows its focus onto the economic evi-
dence, and chapter three summarises briefly but effectively all the possible sources
of income (including some oft-neglected by historians) that the lords had, includ-
ing advowsons, feudal revenues, profits from private legal jurisdictions, borough
revenues and rents, parks and woodlands, wool production, and the profits to be
made from the River Severn, which bordered the estate for eighteen miles, in addi-
tion to ‘normal’ landed revenue. The following four chapters investigate in turn
the villein and free sectors of the tenurial economy and the arable and pastoral
elements of the demesne economy.These form the heart of the book. Based on an
exceptionally close reading of dense source material, the evidence is manipulated
to shed light on all aspects of the landholding patterns, profits and management
of the lordship in general, but taking as a case study throughout the manor of
Ham-with-Appleridge, which has the best surviving evidence, with fifty-five
manorial accounts from between 1289 and 1389 extant. Wells-Furby places a strong
emphasis on the dynamism of the manorial economy and on effective lordly man-
agement, with new and innovative policies introduced to maximise profits despite
the difficult economic circumstances both before and after the Black Death. The
conclusion widens the discussion, highlighting the difference between lay and
ecclesiastical lordship, suggesting plausibly that lay estates were more fluid in their
composition and more dynamically and more sympathetically administered, thus
creating less friction with tenants and boroughs.

There are two appendices, one drawing together the details on the acquisition
or dispersal of all the manors mentioned within the text, which will prove useful
for local historians, and the other comprising tabulated data relating to the manor
of Ham. A glossary and a detailed index complete the scholarly apparatus. There
are a few problems with the footnotes, however. The work adopts an unnecessarily
compressed style of notation. References to published works are all abbreviated
and the only full citation is within the bibliography, which necessitates more fre-
quent recourse to the latter than is ideal. The abbreviated citations in footnotes are
so compressed as to omit commas between author and title, and surely a semi-
colon is to be preferred to a comma to separate works within a list. The space saved
is minimal and the result ungrammatical and inelegant.

Despite these few minor quibbles, the volume is a very welcome addition to
the historiography of great landed estates. It provides a case study so firmly rooted
in the source material that it will long be used by economic historians, and it pro-
vides food for thought for social or political historians of the late medieval nobility
in its comparison of the Berkeley patrimony with other lay and ecclesiastical
estates. JAMES ROSS
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THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY XI: Concerns and Preoccupations. Edited by
Linda Clark. 2012. The Boydell Press, Woodbridge, £60.

isbn 978–1–84383–757–2

The latest volume in the well-established Fifteenth Century series contains eight
articles by authors ranging from established scholars to doctoral students present-
ing the first fruits of their research. Half of the papers were delivered at the
Fifteenth Century Conference at Southampton in 2010, but there is no overarch-
ing theme; the papers range from Wales to Rome, via Norfolk, London and
France, and cover art, literature, education, administration and warfare.

What did a thousand year old Roman text have to say to fifteenth century
English society? A good deal, apparently. Christopher Allmand, in his piece on
the intentions of the authors of the English translations of Vegetius’De ReMilitari,
describes Vegetius’ work as a kind of military ‘bible’. English translations of the
work were reflective of a desire that it should be available for the ‘great disport &
daliaunce’ of old soldiers and the ‘infourmacioun & lerynge’ of young ones’ (pp.
1–2). Unsurprisingly, given his martial interests, Richard III owned a copy, while
Henry VI is said to have read the text, but apparently learned no practical lessons
from it. Allmand’s short, elegant, piece focuses on two vernacular editions of the
work. The first, dating from 1408, was a reasonably faithful translation from the
Latin. Allmand discusses the difficulties of such a work, and the varying strategies
the anonymous translator employed to deal with obscure sections and obsolete or
difficult terminology. The second text, known as ‘Knyghthode and Bataile’, was
written by a priest in Calais in 1459–60, and was not a translation, but an adapta-
tion of the text into a ‘verse paraphrase’ (p. 8). Allmand emphasises how much the
work reflected the author’s Lancastrian views on the Yorkist challenge to royal
authority. It was a plea for legitimate and stable rule at a time of civil division, and
draws on the idea contained in the original text of the use of an army to keep order
and defend the people. In contrasting the differing aims of the two editions,
Allmand shows that the De Re Militari was an adaptable text and that while the
content was largely military, it had ‘strong social and political messages’ (p. 9).

In May 1412, Henry IV, offered the possibility of the full restoration of the
duchy of Aquitaine if he supported the Orléanist lords against the duke of
Burgundy, undertook to supply a sizable army of 4,000 men within just twelve
weeks. This led to a period of intense administrative, political and military activity,
which is here explored by John Milner. Based on an examination of chronicle and
administrative sources, Milner underlines the effectiveness of the Lancastrian
regime in raising men and money at short notice using long-established proce-
dures, especially as there were other military priorities in Wales, Calais and Ireland.
He also surveys the political infighting within the Lancastrian family, as Henry,
Prince of Wales, saw his policy of a Burgundian alliance reversed, and his younger
brotherThomas raised to the title of duke of Clarence and given command of the
expedition. Milner also explores Henry IV’s sensitivity to the potential of friction
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between his sons and between himself and his heir, and the senior figures who
might have acted as mediators.

A summary by Rhun Emlyn of the results of an in-depth new study on Welsh
university students challenges the standard emphasis on the difficulties and dis-
crimination faced by Welshmen in clerkly or ecclesiastical careers. Defining the
study group as those coming from the four Welsh dioceses (and some areas of the
March) and of both native and ‘settler’ descent, some 800 students have been iden-
tified from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries, nearly 500 of whom studied
at Oxford, where they formed a sizeable and distinctive minority within the
student body. The evidence examined shows that the ‘whole social spectrum is
represented, from the sons of the most prominent baronial families to those from
poorer families’ (pp. 30–1). Emlyn notes that a university degree was virtually a
pre-requisite of a successful ecclesiastical or administrative career, though patron-
age could also be important. He emphasises the wide range of careers and oppor-
tunities available once these students had graduated: eight Welshmen became
bishops in English sees, many more entered cathedral chapters or occupied other
senior ecclesiastical positions, while a number held important roles in the royal
administration.

Peter Clarke uses a refreshingly wide range of sources to explore the subject of
petitioning, specifically late medieval Englishmen petitioning the Pope, even if he
occasionally overstates the amount of source material available. The first half of
the piece discusses these sources, and then examines the process of petitioning the
curia, including the proctors employed at Rome, and one of the major preoccupa-
tions of English petitioners, the cost. Paston Letter evidence is used effectively to
show the range of requests and the viewpoint of the petitioners. The second half
of the piece is an edition of several folios of British Library Royal MS 12 E xvi, a
private compilation, written mainly in Middle English, which sets out the fees the
papal chancery and penitentiary charged for a range of graces, such as portable
altars, indulgences and promotion to ecclesiastical rank under age.

Fredrick Hepburn discusses two works, one of art, one of literature, depicting
a central figure in the Wars of the Roses, Margaret of Anjou. The first is a medal,
struck during Margaret’s exile in France in either 1462 or 1463, which ‘provides
our only portrait likeness of the queen’ (p. 64). Made by Pietro of Milan, it pro-
vides an apparently realistic depiction of the queen wearing the crown imperial,
with a figure of Prudence on the reverse. Together these provide the basis for a
detailed discussion of Lancastrian iconography and a comparison of other medals
(there are ten black and white illustrations). Hepburn juxtaposes this regal image
of Margaret with Georges Chastellain’s LeTemple de Bocace, presented to the queen
in 1465, in which Margaret is portrayed as a pitiful, tragic figure, suffering at the
hands of her tormentors. While it achieved some later success as a work of litera-
ture, it seems to have had little impact during Margaret’s own lifetime.

The focus moves from royalty to (very) local gentry in the shape of the Bokkyng
family of Longham, Norfolk, who pursued an upwards trajectory through the first
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half of the fifteenth century, primarily through advantageous marriages and the
professional activities of Nicholas Bokkyng, who was an estate manager for Sir
John Clifton and Sir John Fastolf, serving the latter as receiver-general for some
years. The concern of Anthony Smith’s piece is, however, Bokkyng’s sense of the
past, seen in his collaboration on some antiquarian work with William Worcester.
Amongst Worcester’s papers are genealogies written by Bokkyng, and his anti-
quarian interests were also employed for contemporary disputes as can be seen in
his legal memoranda, for which he searched earlier records for tenurial and cus-
tomary information, as well as using oral evidence. While these activities may well
show Bokkyng’s personal interests, it is perhaps understated how they were part
and parcel of his professional life in drawing up accounts, acting as a feoffee, or
holding manorial courts, which rather strengthens Smith’s final point that there
were probably rather more of such men than historians have supposed.

Dean Rowlands investigates parliamentary statutes during the fifteenth century,
both the Statute Rolls, enrolled copies of the records of the important acts of par-
liament, which were discontinued in 1469, and private compilations, both man-
uscript and later printed, commercially published on an ad hoc basis. Rowlands
paints a picture of an increasingly obsolete set of Chancery rolls, demonstrated by
a lack of cross-references in other governmental sources, and written in outmoded
French. What is more surprising, however, is the continuation of French in pri-
vately printed statute books, despite the existence of some English statutes; there
was clearly a market for both languages. By looking at statutes in isolation,
Rowlands has produced a detailed study, but one that could perhaps have
benefited in looking at proclamations and other parliamentary proceedings which
were also on occasion copied and distributed, whose linguistic changes were rather
different.

The final piece, by Samantha Harper, looks at Henry VII’s relations with the
city of London, specifically his highly unpopular charter to the Merchant Tailors
in 1503. The mayor and aldermen were so perturbed by this grant they offered the
king 2,500 marks to repeal the charter, though to little avail as the king stood by his
right to exercise his prerogative in the matter. Harper argues that Henry’s motives
for this (and other actions on behalf of the Tailors) were rooted in the independ-
ence shown by the Mercer-dominated Merchant Adventurers earlier in the reign
and their willingness to put trade before the king’s political needs. While Henry
needed the city’s financial aid during the turbulent 1490s, he took no action, but
by the end of 1502 he was in a position to use the Tailors ‘as an instrument against
the mercers and London’s civic administration as a whole’ (p. 139), a policy Harper
puts into the more general context of Henry’s methods of governance.

These papers are, generally, fairly narrow in focus, but rooted in sound research.
The eclectic range and the lack of an overall theme, aside from demonstrating a
healthy diversity of approaches, ensures that there will be something for everyone
within the volume. Nicely produced by the editorial team (although is this
reviewer the only one to miss an alliterative sub-title such as adorned previous
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volumes?) and the Boydell Press, it contains a useful index and list of contents of
previous volumes. The only criticism to be made to the publisher is that the cover
price remains excessive, especially for this comparatively slim volume.

JAMES ROSS

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY, MARKETS AND ENTREPRENEURS IN
THE MIDDLE AGES: Essays in Honour of Richard Britnell. Edited by
B. Dodds and C.D. Liddy. 2011. The Boydell Press, Woodbridge. £60.

isbn 978–1–843–83684–1.

Richard Britnell has profoundly influenced the development of medieval eco-
nomic and social history in England and internationally. His contributions have
been many, spanning urban history, agrarian history, language and literacy, and
the history of the north-east. Perhaps his most ground-breaking works have exam-
ined the emergence of a commercialised economy in England, and the social and
cultural factors which helped to shape the gradual and uneven development of
market institutions and practices. This festschrift volume features papers on related
themes by some of the most distinguished scholars currently active in medieval
social and economic history, alongside younger historians influenced by Richard
either directly, during his four decades of teaching and supervision at the
University of Durham, through his involvement in collaborative research projects
and scholarly bodies, or through his research activity and writing, which have con-
tinued unabated since his retirement in 2003.

Appropriately, market regulations and the operation of foodstuff markets form
the focus of several papers. James Davis shows that the development of the assize
system for regulating the victualling trades, and the standardising of weights and
measures more generally, were long and complex processes, owing at least as much
to local practices and initiatives as to royal intervention and legislation. The
responses of markets and urban authorities to crises in food supply are examined
in the papers of Derek Keene and John Lee. Keene considers three crisis episodes
in London: the famine of the late 1250s, associated with a major volcanic eruption;
the better-known ‘great famine’ of 1315–18; and the serious shortages of 1439. The
last, by all available measures the least grave of the three episodes, was the only
one which led to the establishment of a civic granary in London. Keene shows
that this had more to do with changes in urban politics and civic culture than the
actual severity of food shortages, although it may also reflect some decline in levels
of market integration. Lee reviews how late medieval towns handled grain short-
ages more generally, and shows how a supposed crisis in early-sixteenth century
Coventry was handled in a rational and comprehensive way, prefiguring subse-
quent national measures to counter dearth.

Perhaps the paper which will prompt the most debate and controversy is the
one that opens the volume: John Hatcher’s re-examination of the trend of real
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wages in the later middle ages, and his attack on the notion (which goes back to
Thorold Rogers and Hallam) of the fifteenth century as a ‘golden age’ for labour.
Hatcher makes a powerful case for re-evaluating the supposed late medieval ‘spike’
in living standards, arguing that the high nominal wages recorded in many docu-
mentary series were in fact atypical and rarely obtainable for more than a limited
part of the year, and that it is in any case quite mistaken to assume that the trend
in the living standard of landless labourers was shared by the majority who owned
or held land and depended on the (declining) price of agrarian products for much
of their income. This re-evaluation is an explicit challenge to the validity of long-
run real wage series and interpretations of change put forward by Gregory Clarke,
Robert Allen and others. What Hatcher has yet to convincingly explain, however,
is the circumstances which permitted very high nominal wages to be widely paid
and recorded if, as he believes, the demand for wage labour was both patchy and
unsustained. Perhaps the changing relative importance of female and child labour
at different periods might provide a partial explanation. John Langdon’s valuable
paper looks at that issue, and at the applicability of the concepts of ‘minimum
wage’ and ‘unemployment rate’ to the economy, although his focus is on an earlier
period. Using accounts for the royal manor and park at Old Woodstock spanning
1256–1357 Langdon shows how women and children were periodically drawn into
the wage-labour force in the later thirteenth century. From 1290s onwards women
seem to have been squeezed out, however, with shortfalls of adult male labour
being made up by male adolescents and children.

North-eastern England is give appropriately prominent coverage through two
papers, by Christine Newman and Peter Larson. Newman examines the varying
fortunes of Sunderland, Gateshead and Darlington during the later middle ages,
while Larson shows how the peasantry of County Durham exploited opportunities
for economic advancement and self-determination in the fifteenth century, includ-
ing the leasing of demesne resources and sometimes whole villages. Leasing and
self-determination are also the themes of Mark Bailey’s paper on the governance
of small towns across medieval England. Bailey argues that the degree of self-gov-
ernment in both small mesne boroughs and market towns was greater than previ-
ously thought. By leasing either key resources or their whole borough from their
lords, townspeople were able effectively to direct and regulate their own commu-
nities to a significant degree, a tendency that increased after the Black Death.
Enterprising individuals also feature in Maryanne Kowaleski’s study of shipmasters
as entrepreneurs, which shows how the role of shipmaster allowed men from
humble backgrounds to attain positions of considerable responsibility and author-
ity. Sometimes owners or co-owners of their vessels, the ship-masters’ skill and
judgement were vital to the success of both coastal and longer-distance trade, and
to the safety of their crews.

Enterprise of another kind features in Martha Carlin’s study of employee fraud
and embezzlement, which centres on the formulary compiled by Robert Carpenter
in the 1260s. Fraudulent accounting techniques could permit corrupt bailiffs and
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others to skim off profits in cash or kind from their master’s estates, necessitating
wariness among historians. James Masschaele’s contribution explores the use of
charters in thirteenth century England and shows how these documents were chal-
lenged, validated and used to pursue social as well as economic ends. Christopher
Dyer examines the nature and significance of luxury goods in medieval England.
He argues, perhaps unsurprisingly, that despite their prominence and localised
significance, luxuries were less important overall to the economy than the trade
in staples and everyday goods. Dyer also shows, however, that in a flexible market
economy ‘luxury’ was a fluid concept, and that artisans and craftsmen could trade
up or down, adapting their production to local and sometimes transitory changes
in demand.

Overall, this is a fine collection of often thought-provoking essays, which forms
a worthy tribute to its eminent dedicatee.

JAMES A. GALLOWAY

BREAD AND ALE FOR THE BRETHREN: The Provisioning of Norwich
Cathedral Priory 1260–1536. Philip Slavin. Studies in Regional and Local
History, Volume 11, 2012. University of Hertfordshire Press, Hatfield, £18.99
(paperback). isbn 978–1–907396–63–2

Economic historians have now established that by about 1300 England had under-
gone a significant degree of commercialisation with the result that many commu-
nities, both rural and urban, were dependent on local markets to obtain the
supplies that they needed, especially foodstuffs. Nevertheless, some lords contin-
ued to rely on their estates for such goods, particularly grain, which was used to
produce both bread (wheat and/or rye) and ale (malted barley). Sticking with this
costly and risky method of provisioning might appear old-fashioned, but Philip
Slavin argues that in so doing the officers of Norwich Cathedral priory were
making a deliberate choice and that, in a world of volatile prices and harvest fail-
ures, producing their own grain and supplementing it, where necessary, with pur-
chases from local merchants, made sound economic sense.

Chapter 1 discusses the growing commercialisation of late medieval England
and Chapter 2 considers the population, food requirements and provisioning
channels open to the priory. Throughout the book Slavin subjects the extensive
surviving records of the priory to close scrutiny and analysis; however, there are sig-
nificant gaps in the records and so, for example, the number of monks there is
only known at a few points in time. When the priory was founded in 1096 there
were sixty. Thereafter the numbers fluctuated: sixty-seven (on the eve of the Black
Death); forty (1353–4); forty-five to fifty-five (1368–1464); thirty-five (1485, follow-
ing an outbreak of sweating disease); and when the priory was dissolved, there
were just twenty-two. But theirs were not the only mouths to feed. There were
numerous lay people associated with the priory: labourers; famuli (monastic
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servants or lay brethren); and visitors of varying status and duration. Slavin
provides estimates, over time, for these groups and thus for the total population
and the amount of grain required to supply them with food and drink.

Chapter 3 considers the priory’s grain market 1260–1538[sic], that is, where it
purchased grain from, and Chapter 4 looks at grain production on its demesnes.
Although some of the statistics are rather indigestible, the author is careful to
provide a concluding summary to each chapter. Perhaps more interesting to the
non-specialist is Chapter 5, which deals with transporting the grain and has several
tables analysing costs and the time taken to get foodstuffs to Norwich, including
stopovers. The detailed analysis of carting the annual supply of grain from Eaton
to Norwich (pp. 112–15) provides fascinating insights into the logistics of trans-
porting bulky goods on medieval tracks, lanes and roads: it might take 3.7–4.33
hours to travel thirteen miles.

Storing the carted grain (Chapter 6) was an issue for the priory. Slavin calculates
the capacity of the barns in the priory complex, the extent of their use and the
volume of grain carried over each year. He concludes that, contrary to previous
suppositions regarding the practice of monastic lords, the priory did not purposely
hoard grain to make profits in years of high prices; rather in the post-Black Death
years it took longer to clear out the crops received and stored (p. 134). Chapter 7,
‘Grain into bread and ale’, considers processing and consumption. The expenses
of maintaining the bakery and brewery are calculated, as are the wages and food
allowances of the priory’s brewers and bakers. Concerning the apparently low pre-
Black Death wages for the baker’s assistants, it is noted that these workers were
classified as famuli, and as such received food, drink and housing from the priory
as well as a small stipend. The annual baking patterns are reconstructed as are the
different types of bread and the average quantities produced for the members of
each section of the priory’s population. Similarly the calorific value and amount of
malted barley used to produce the two kinds of ale are calculated. As in other chap-
ters, where possible, Slavin compares his findings for Norwich Cathedral priory
with those for various other English religious institutions. Chapter 8 considers the
additional recipients of the priory’s grain products: hermits and anchorites, pris-
oners in the castle prison, and the city’s paupers. The surviving records for the
latter only cover the pre-Black Death period but they suggest that some 1,350
paupers may have enjoyed the almoner’s soup kitchen every day during the ‘charity
season’ (early spring to mid-summer, when grain prices were highest) (pp.181–3).
Even though the population as a whole fell dramatically after the Black Death, if
the relative proportion of paupers relieved continued, the loss of monastic charity
in Norwich at the Dissolution would have been significant.

Aside from the discussion of commercialisation and market orientation, the
book’s main contribution is to confirm the findings of recent work on the diet and
lifestyle of medieval English monks. Slavin’s calculations indicate that each
Norwich monk’s daily bread ration was about 2,600 kilocalories and his allowance
of one gallon of monastic ale (cervisia bona) equated to 3,360 kilocalories. This
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gives a truly gargantuan figure of some 6,000 calories, even without other food-
stuffs, such as meat and fish. He suggests that, like the monks of Westminster
studied by Barbara Harvey, the Norwich monks did not actually consume the
whole of their allowance but passed leftovers to servants and paupers (p. 172).
Nevertheless even the revised calculations suggest that they ingested some 3,800
calories per day – well in excess of the 2,500 recommended for active men today
– and these were sedentary males. This accords with recent archaeopathalogical
studies that suggest that medieval English monks tended towards obesity.

This is another fascinating volume in Hertfordshire University Press’s laudable
series of affordable local studies.

HEATHER FALVEY

THE GREAT WARDROBE ACCOUNTS OF HENRY VII AND HENRY
VIII. Edited MariaHayward. London Record Society, Volume 47. 2013. Boydell
Press, Woodbridge, £25.00. isbn: 978–0–900952–52–4

In this smaller book than her magisterial two volume Inventory of King HenryVIII
(Harvey Miller and The Society of Antiquaries, London 1998) Professor Maria
Hayward presents three accounts from the Great Wardrobe. Written in English,
rather than the habitual Latin, they provide detailed information about the livery
and clothing made for many members of the royal household between 1510–1544.
The account for 29 September 1498 to Michaelmas 1499 was prepared in the reign
of Henry VII by Sir Robert Lytton, Keeper of the Great Wardrobe. The second,
Michaelmas 1510 to Michaelmas 1511 for the third year of Henry VIII’s reign, was
drawn up by the then Keeper Sir Andrew Windsor. The final account lists all
receipts, deliveries and provisions for the noble voyage of Henry VIII by the Grace
of God king of England, France and Ireland ... into his realm of France’. Here the
Keeper Sir Ralph Sadler records the exceptional supply of materials and liveries
for the entourage of officials, soldiers, heralds, musicians and others accompanying
Henry to France in July 1544. The book has three appendices which are essential
for further research: the first lists extant documents in the National Archives relat-
ing to the accounts and warrants of the Great Wardrobe; the others name the
recipients of clothes, furnishing, and other items as noted in the particular and
subsidiary accounts. There is a bibliography and a glossary.

The Great Wardrobe, as Hayward notes in her introduction, had been in exis-
tence since the early thirteenth century. By the end of Henry VIII’s reign it was the
largest of four royal stores in London. Its building, not far from Blackfriars Bridge,
close to the appropriately named church of St Andrew by the Wardrobe, func-
tioned as a warehouse, manufactory and office. The keeper, who was responsible
for seeing that the king and his immediate household were properly supplied with
clothing, liveries and furnishings, had a small permanent staff: a clerk with two
assistants, a porter, a yeoman tailor, and two visiting accountants. Also based at the
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wardrobe was the king’s Arras Maker Cornelius van der Strete. The keeper relied,
however, upon numerous craftsmen and women for tailoring, garment-lining,
embroidery, hose-making, and the repair of tapestries amongst other activities.
Some of these must have been carried out in the rooms designated as the ‘Taillorie’
and the ‘Skinnerie’, in numerous private workshops, or in buildings associated
with the Great Wardrobe as is suggested by a note in the 1543–44 account of
payment of 8s to Richard Townsend, merchant tailor, ‘for six dozen of rushes to
straw the house where the tailors worked’ and of 12d ‘for carriage to the wardrobe’.

There were also many suppliers of textiles and materials. Hayward notes 118
suppliers of high quality woollen fabrics, ninety of silk textiles, eighty-one of
various qualities of linen, and sixty-nine furriers. As the states of Italy were the
sole producers and exporters of high quality silk weaves at this period most silks
were sold by resident Italians until the mid-sixteenth century.

The most fascinating aspect of these accounts is not only the very detailed infor-
mation they provide regarding precise quantities of fabric for specific garments,
but the relative costs of different qualities of the same weaves in the same colours,
and of linings, trimmings and fastenings. The author’s excellent index of ‘Textiles,
Clothing and other Materials’ makes it possible for the reader to discover com-
parative prices for fabrics such as purple velvets (reserved to members of the royal
family), which varied between 33s 4d to 15s a yard, crimson velvet at 13s 4d a yard,
crimson cloth of gold at 30s a yard, black satin at 9s or tawny medley at 5s 8d per
yard. The ‘Index of Names, Household Offices and Places’, informs the reader
about suppliers like the silkwoman Elizabeth Worssop who regularly provided
items such as a fringe of Venice gold for three pairs of the king’s hose (Nov. 1510)
and broad silk ribbon for his girdles and hat bands (July 1511). She also sold laces,
buttons and tassels of silk and gold for trumpet banners, and crimson and blue
silk fringing for a folding bed made for MaryTudor the king’s fifteen year old sister
(February 1511). Craftsmen are meticulously listed, for instance Steven Jasper the
king’s tailor, who made clothes including doublets and gowns for both Henry VII
and Henry VIII, John Ring the skinner and furrier who fitted fur linings and sup-
plied costly marten and sable as well as lambskin (budge) and squirrel (calabre), or
John Pultney who, in November 1510 and May 1511 made over sixty shirts ‘deco-
rated with drawn thread work’, for the king’s nine henchmen as well as selling
caps, bonnets, hats, and leather points.

Cotton is thought to have been used chiefly for quilting or padding, but recent
research shows that the Venetians and Genoese had imported Syrian, Egyptian
and Cypriot cotton into Bruges and London since at least the late fourteenth
century (Jong-Kuk Nam, Le commerce du cotton en Méditerranée à la fin du moyen
âge, Leiden & Boston 2007, pp. 268, 383). It was used for linings and covers. The
1547 Inventory lists for instance, eleven pieces of ‘crymsen cloth of gold ... the said
xj pecies having xxxix yards of old redde cotton to folde them with for freating’;
‘Item, two cases for cheyres of yellow cotton lined with canvas’. The tailors
working for the Great Wardrobe frequently used cotton fabric for linings: a
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warrant for Lady Anne Percy in November 1498 records payment to merchant
tailor ‘John Lewis for three quarters of a yard of black cotton at 4½d to line the
back pleats of her gown’. It was cheaper than ‘two and a half yards of cotton
(colour unspecified) to line the kirtle, price per yard 14d’. Cotton clearly varied in
quality.

The 1498–99 account also records various repairs to the building of the Great
Wardrobe : the great kitchen was tiled for two days by John Wright at 6d per day,
whilst the glazier Robert Martin was paid 20d ‘for new setting ten feet of glass for
a window in a chamber in the wardrobe, price per foot 2d’. The garden was evi-
dently tidied up and planted and Nicholas Brown earned 2s 8d for ‘cutting the
vines in the garden’, a regular task carried out by Elizabeth Lane in 1510–11. Other
warrants of the latter date detail equipment for the king’s stables and repairs to
saddles, bridles and tack, as well as payments to a large group of London artisans
for mending and lining tapestries, carpets, hangings and bed furnishings at
Nottingham Castle prior to the king’s visit.

In this book Maria Hayward offers the reader an invaluable source of reference
for many years to come by providing a valuable insight into the purchase, supply
and costs of materials for a section of the royal household. Rather like the Great
Wardrobe itself, it is a repository which will be dipped into for many purposes.

JANE BRIDGEMAN

THE ACCOUNTS OF THE GUILD OF THE HOLY TRINITY, LUTON,
1526/7–1546/7. Edited by Barbara Tearle. Bedfordshire Historical Record
Society, Volume 91, 2012. Boydell Press, Woodbridge, £25.

isbn 978–0–85155–078–7

From bequests in wills and references in other documents we know that religious
guilds proliferated throughout England until they were dissolved in the late 1540s;
very few of their own records, however, have survived. Amongst those rare sur-
vivals are the last twenty-one years of the accounts of the Luton Guild of the Holy
Trinity. Although the records transcribed here relate to the second quarter of the
sixteenth century, the guild itself is of interest to historians of the late fifteenth
century. Its principal founder wasThomas Rotheram, Bishop of Lincoln, with his
brother John, the main landowner in Luton. By a licence, dated 12 May 1474, the
guild was established for the benefit of Luton parishioners and others who wished
to join (both men and women), and was authorised to found a chantry to say
masses for the souls of Edward IV, his queen, members of the guild and the king’s
forebears. On the first page of the guild’s register is a dedication to that king, his
wife, his mother ‘Cecile’ and his father Richard, veri et indubitati heredis corona
Anglie – true and undoubted heir to the English crown (p. xx). A statement of
Yorkist loyalty if ever there was one. The register’s frontispiece, which is repro-
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duced on the book’s striking jacket, comprises an image of the HolyTrinity, before
which are kneeling Thomas Rotherham, the royal patrons and other founding
members of the guild.

The accounts record the guild’s annual income and expenditure, comprising
several hundred transactions each year. The very full Introduction includes eleven
tables analysing various aspects of the guild between 1526 and 1547, including esti-
mated annual membership, purchases of meat and wheat, and expenditure on
property repairs. Unsurprisingly the majority of the guild’s ‘brothers and systers’
came from within twenty-five miles of Luton, including towns and villages in
Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire, but others came from further afield includ-
ing London, Canterbury, Boston and Kendal. It is possible to trace these people
in the very full index of places.

The tortuous history of the whereabouts of the guild’s accounts and register
(pp. lx-lxi) demonstrates how much the survival of such documents is due to sheer
luck; that the former has finally come into the possession of Bedfordshire and
Luton Archives and the latter into that of Luton Museum is verging on the mirac-
ulous. The Bedfordshire Historical Record Society and BarbaraTearle, the editor,
are to be congratulated for making widely available these fascinating accounts,
which have been meticulously edited and well indexed. And Luton is to be envied
for possessing such rare documentary evidence of an institution that was ubiqui-
tous in medieval England.

HEATHER FALVEY

READING AND WAR IN FIFTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND: From
Lydgate to Malory.Catherine Nall. 2012. D.S. Brewer, Cambridge, an imprint of
Boydell and Brewer, Woodbridge, £50. isbn 978–1–84384–324–5

In recent years literary scholars have been greatly enhancing our understanding
of fifteenth-century English history by applying their skills not just to literary texts
but also to writings that are conventionally considered historical documents. The
work of Paul Strohm comes to mind. Catherine Nall follows a slightly different
path: she explores in this pioneering work the manner in which literary texts both
shaped and underpinned attitudes to war. She establishes that key military trea-
tises, above all Vegetius’ De re militari were widely disseminated through transla-
tion, transposition and adaptation. Each translation and adaptation created a new
text appropriate to its context. They should be read, not as mistranslations, but as
creative works responding to and engaging with contemporary circumstances.
Moreover, a wealth of glosses and annotations reveal a wide and active readership
among the armorial classes. Thus reading about war went hand in hand with the
practice of war; or, as the author puts it, ‘intersected with, was conditioned by, or
was in dialogue with, wider political discourse surrounding the prosecution of
war’.
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On this theoretical foundation Dr Nall discusses particular texts in detail: John
Lydgate’s Troy Book (1412–20) and Siege of Thebes (1422); the lesser known
Knyghthode and Bataille (1460) Malory’sMorte D’Arthur (c 1470) and the writings
of William Worcester. Certain themes emerge and reappear that were central to
current debates concerning success and failure in war; the importance of both a
just war and that war being the last resort; the paradoxical notion that lasting
peace can only be achieved through war; the dependence of the successful pros-
ecution of war on the maintenance of discipline, the provision of supplies and
the full payment of wages; and the two-way interconnectedness of outward war
and inward peace. It is interconnected because successful outward war could
only be conducted if there is already inward peace, while inward peace can only
be achieved if there is successful outward war. This seems to be a neat circular
argument.

The themes are familiar to historians of the fifteenth century. Henry V’s success
was founded on a grasp of all these precepts, derived ultimately from Vegetius. In
blaming the duke of Somerset for the loss of Normandy in 1450, the duke of York
accused him of failing to maintain discipline and not paying his soldiers. Edward
IV argued before parliament that renewing war on France would heal the wounds
of civil war. Dr Nall demonstrates that these were not isolated political stances,
but rooted in and derived from a shared, even commonplace, understanding of
the reasons for success and failure in war. Henry V, Richard of York and Edward
IV articulated widely held views about war and society, frequently expressed at
those times, and were more convincing for that reason.

Through her approach Dr Nall is also able to contribute to the debates about
her individual texts. She shifts the ground in discussing Lydgate’s work from recent
controversy over whether he was supporting or criticising Henry V’s war, to stress
the manner in which they highlight issues of a just war and discipline. In dis-
cussing Malory’s version of Arthur’s European campaign to win the imperial crown
(surely a barely disguised reference to Henry V and the French throne), she argues
that he added his voice to the lobby for a renewal of the war in France as a means
of creating peace at home. The most revealing chapter for a historian, however, is
the discussion of Knighthode and Bataile, a verse translation ofDe re militari ded-
icated to Henry VI through the mediation of John, Lord Beaumont. Adapted to
the context of 1459–60, it reflects other Lancastrian views of events. Its novelty,
Nall argues, lies in its representation of Henry VI as both king and Christ, and of
the Yorkists as both rebels and heretics. This is perhaps not so much about the
prosecution of war, as factional politics and an early step in the beatification of
the last Lancastrian.
Reading andWar is a stimulating read itself. It makes one think again about the

hypothesis that England became ‘demilitarised’ during the fifteenth century. It
demonstrates clearly how chivalry in England was a literary as well as a physical
culture. The early-sixteenth-century humanist stereotype of the boorish noble who
would rather be hanged than to have his son study letters is revealed as somewhat
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one-sided. Yet one might ask how far and deeply this reading culture permeated in
the ranks of the country gentry, how much beyond Westminster it went. Those
identified as owning and reading copies and variants ofDe ReMilitari, even allow-
ing for book clubs (‘reading networks’), including Richard III, appear to come
from a relatively narrow and politically active elite. Was Richard Pace completely
wrong in his characterisation of backwoods gentry that had no time for reading,
but preferred huntin’, shootin’ and fightin’? Dr Nall seems to claim in her conclu-
sion, that it was through this reading, some officially sponsored for that end, that
the military class as a whole were to learn to be disciplined in war and to refrain
from looting and pillage. Did they? One wonders whether, in a military system of
contracted retinues for which the profits of war remained so central an induce-
ment, reading of romances and treatises had much improving effect on individual
captains. Perhaps what needed to change was the way of raising, paying for and
thus disciplining armies.

However, whatever one’s individual responses to this work, it will be an indis-
pensable point of reference for the understanding of fifteenth-century chivalric
culture, war and politics for many years to come and essential reading for the intel-
lectual milieu in which the nobles of the late fifteenth century operated.

A.J. POLLARD

THE DE RE MILITARI OF VEGETIUS. The Reception, Transmission and
Legacy of a Roman Text in the Middle Ages. Christopher Allmand. 2011.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, £60. isbn 978–1–107–00027–8.

The De Re Militari (or Epitoma Rei Militaris) of Publius Vegetius Renatus is a
summary account of many aspects of warfare, written most probably in the late
fourth century. Its diffusion and influence in the later Middle Ages were out of all
proportion to anything that its author can ever have imagined, and fully justify the
enormous labour that must have gone into the making of this study of its recep-
tion and significance by Christopher Allmand. Moreover, this is a groundbreaking
piece of work, in Allmand’s care to examine not just the Vegetian text, but also all
the marginalia with which the manuscripts of the work were marked. He has
looked at more than 200 manuscripts of the Latin text and almost 100 manuscripts
of the vernacular translations, and he has sought to make sense of the marginalia
in terms of what they can indicate about medieval readers’ engagement with the
text. I am not aware of any medieval historian having ever before carried out such
a time-consuming task, never mind bringing it to such a carefully considered
conclusion.

Allmand’s analysis of the marginalia is presented principally in his second
chapter (pp. 17–46). Here, he considers the text of Vegetius book by book and
chapter by chapter. He is principally concerned with the Latin text; for (as he notes
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at p. 165) ‘few vernacular manuscripts contain marginalia, which suggests that they
were not intended as, or did not become, working copies; or, perhaps, that the
excitement of discovery was largely lacking in a text written in a familiar language’.
Vegetius was a Christian, but he wrote his book with the aim of enabling the
Roman army to regain its glory, and to that end he set out all that an army’s com-
mander should do: recruiting and training men; preparing for campaigns in the
field as well as for sieges; gaining military intelligence; and engaging with the
enemy. Leadership itself is treated too; and what might be called the moral role of
the army, as a force for good, acting in the service of the state, is fully brought out.
Allmand’s analysis carries the reader through the medieval reactions to all Vegetius’s
interests, and persuasively relates these responses to fourteenth- and, especially,
fifteenth-century military and political developments. A few examples are given
that seem conclusively to prove the influence of Vegetius: for instance, the wording
of one of the military ordinances of Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy (p. 23;
and see pp. 73, 98 and 132–7 for fuller evidence and a wider context). In general,
however, Vegetius was read – in the fifteenth century more than ever before –
because he was so general and unspecific in his advice, and it is accordingly the
more difficult to show much he was valued and what impact he had. In chapter
two the basic case is presented and – for this reviewer – successfully made.

Allmand has cast his net widely in his search for evidence that may serve to put
De ReMilitari into context, and in his fourth chapter, ‘Bedfellows’, takes the novel
if not wholly unprecedented approach of considering what other texts were written
or at least bound up with Vegetius’s work. The emphasis here is on such military
works as the Strategemata of Julius Frontinus, but Allmand also discusses the
increasing tendency in the later Middle Ages to associateDe ReMilitariwith works
offering leadership guidance, such as Giles of Rome’sDe Regimine Principum and
John Lydgate’s Book of Governance of Kings and Princes.

‘Bedfellows’ leads on to a fuller acount, in chapter five, of the identifiable
owners of books containing Vegetius’s text. Henry VI (reportedly) and Richard
III (certainly) had copies; Henry VII commissioned Caxton to print Christine de
Pisan’s Livre des fais d’armes et de chevalerie, which is in part based on Vegetius.
Allmand’s scope is at all times European, however, and so he is as much concerned
with French and Italian, Spanish and German bookowners.

The second part of the book is less original but no less valuable, as it presents a
series of carefully presented accounts of certain medieval texts that were unques-
tionably influenced by, or even directly derived from, Vegetius, together with an
extensive discussion of the translations of De Re Militari into the vernacular,
mostly in the fifteenth century.There is a particularly full treatment of the versified
English version, Knyghthode and Bataile (pp. 187–93), written in 1459–60 as an
anti-Yorkist work and then altered after Edward IV’s accession in 1461.

In Part III Allmand looks at the legacy of De Re Militari in yet broader terms.
This is a masterly discussion that is all the more convincing because he never
strains the evidence, being at all times careful to see its limitations. The literature
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of war is presented in a broad historical context, writers other than Vegetius being
given their place.

Heraldry perhaps does not interest Allmand, and he surely underestimates the
importance of Vegetius for the late medieval heralds; he also is wrong to state that
Bodleian Library MS Douce 291 belonged to William Bruges, Garter King of
Arms, while Bruges was father-in-law, not father, of John Smert (p. 79), and it is
not at all certain that the manuscript ever belonged to Sir Robert Chalons (p. 72
n. 47).

If this book has a weakness, it is that the examination of so many manuscripts
is not more openly presented.The author has to be taken on trust more than some
readers may like. When he comments that ‘It may surprise some how many man-
uscripts have the simple statement or question, “What is an army?” … written in
the margin …’ (p. 289), many readers would like to know how many indeed there
are. Overall, however, his book must be admitted to be a tour de force of scholar-
ship.

NIGEL RAMSAY

GUIDE TO THE MUNIMENTS OF WESTMINSTER ABBEY. Richard
Mortimer. Westminster Abbey Record Series, Volume 7. 2012. The Boydell Press,
imprint of Boydell and Brewer, Woodbridge, £25. isbn 978–1–84383–743–5.

There are over 60,000 medieval and early modern documents in the Westminster
Abbey Muniments (or WAM), which is to say that they form one of the richest of
all the archives in England. Westminster Abbey itself was responsible for generat-
ing a considerable proportion of the whole, in the form of the accounts of its obe-
dientiaries and its estates as well as a wonderful range of records relating to its
internal life, including whole categories that are extant virtually nowhere else (e.g.
WAM 12890 A-V: promises of obedience to the abbot by the monks of
Westminster, thirteenth and early sixteenth centuries).

A portion of the archives was described in relative detail by Joseph Burtt for the
Historical Manuscripts Commission’s Fourth Report (1874), but the whole collec-
tion was then subjected to a thoroughgoing rearrangement into a single numerical
sequence by E.J.L. Scott, 1891–1918. Scott, who was Keeper of Manuscripts at the
British Museum, had no compunction about negating some of the work of Burtt,
who was a senior employee of the Public Record Office. Scott’s numbering is what
we have to live with today, and his system has been responsible for the slightly
complicated quadripartite structure of Richard Mortimer’sGuide. Scott wrote out
a description of each document on a separate sheet of paper, and then indexed
these descriptions on further sheets of paper. These are what researchers in the
Muniments still depend on, but some sort of overview has long been desirable.
That is what Mortimer has now provided.

Part I of theGuide is a general history of the archive, and is a particularly satis-
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fying account of the work of Mortimer’s post-medieval predecessors, rich in hints
and suggestions as to what losses the archive has suffered at different times, as well
as the gains that it has made – not least from the Crown’s archives (material from
the Exchequer and the law courts having been stored in the Abbey’s Chapter
House until the 1860s).

Part II presents a clear and succinct discussion of the main categories of material
in the Muniments, pre- and post-Dissolution. Many of the sequences of material
are extant in long runs, from the fourteenth or even late thirteenth century
onwards.

Part III contains descriptions of the categories of material that Scott placed
together, in groups, in his numerical sequence; on a selective basis, Mortimer
describes some individual documents. Given that this part is dependent on Scott’s
arrangement, it is inevitably slightly maddening – or should one say tantalising?
– to use. For instance, a substantial archive of Henry VII’s mother, Lady Margaret
Beaufort, was divided up between several groups: Manorial Documents:
Hertfordshire (WAM 4695, cartulary, including Cheshunt), ‘Lady Margaret
Beaufort’ (WAM 5470–85, including household account books and other papers
of Margaret and her successive husbands), ‘State and Revenue [etc.]’ (including
WAM 12181–90, more household account books, and 12285–321, a lawsuit brought
by Margaret about the ransom of the Duke of Orleans), and ‘Miscellanea’ (includ-
ing WAM 16015–94, her letters to Reynold Bray and Richard Empson).

Unexpected items, whose connection with the Abbey is in some cases inexpli-
cable, include: inventories of the goods of SirThomas Charlton, who died fighting
for Richard III at Bosworth (WAM 6625, etc.; and see p. 54 for his estate-deeds);
accounts of Sir Henry Courtenay, 1464–5 (WAM 3526–7); records of the admin-
istration of the temporalities of the archbishoprics of Canterbury and York sede
vacante, 1500 (WAM 6025 and 6058); valuation of Berkeley lands, 1494 (WAM
6059); ‘frames for silkmaking, 1480s’ (WAM 6225; among ‘Felons’ goods’); ship-
building accounts, c. 1500 (WAM 12254–5); account book of Thomas Delagarde,
of Paris and England, 1488–91 (WAM 33316); and returned original writs, 1460–78
(WAM 63901–32). A liturgical survival from the 1490s is a list of Christmastide
antiphons with verses and responses (Muniment Book 16).

Overall, thisGuide is hard to fault. The index is slightly less full than one could
wish: it is odd that it omits the modern dossier about St Armel (here called Armil;
p. 87), the saint whose cult is supposed to have been promoted by Henry VII.
Papal letters have to be sought under ‘Pope’ (and it might be added that some
hints about their storage and registration are given by William Worcestre in
College of Arms, MS Arundel 48, ff. 83v-85). It would have been helpful to have
pointed out that the depositions about Henry VI’s burial-wishes (WAM 6398*-
6398***) were printed by A.P. Stanley, Historical Memorials of Westminster Abbey,
3rd edition (1869), pp. 600–16. It is irritating that dates were not included in the
mentions of documents relating to merchant affairs at Antwerp (WAM 11945–53),
the Stafford household account books (WAM 12181–90), and a Winchester
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Cathedral account roll with royal charters endorsed (WAM 22854). There are dis-
crepancies between the notes on original wills at page 75 and those at page 97.
Overall, however, this is an extremely valuable piece of work: fascinating to dip
into, but well worth reading from cover to cover. I only wish it were longer.

NIGEL RAMSAY

NOBLE MERCHANT. William Browne (c.1410–1489) and Stamford in the
Fifteenth Century. Alan Rogers. 2012. Abramis Academic Publishing, Bury St
Edmunds, £19.95, $32.00, €26.00. ISBN 978–1–84549–550–3

William Browne was the richest merchant, indeed the richest person, in Stamford
for much of his life, and he left a strong memorial behind in the establishment of
Browne’s Hospital, a building that remains today largely as he designed it in the
1480s. He left no personal papers and his hometown of Stamford left few munic-
ipal archives, but by writing about both Professor Rogers successfully uses one to
illuminate the other. He frequently focuses on the topography, archaeology and
surviving built environment of Stamford to supplement documentary evidence.
The result is a happy combination of biography (as much as it can be done for a
medieval figure) and local history, both set within the economic, commercial, and
urban history of late medieval England.

The volume is divided into five clear sections. The first part sets the scene with
an overview of Stamford’s early history and the Browne family, which had been
prominent in Stamford from the 1360s. It is difficult to be certain that all refer-
ences to John Broune in the early fifteenth century are to William’s father, but suf-
ficient of them are secure enough to show how John expanded his business until
he handed it over to William in 1432–33. The rest of this chapter traces William’s
early years as ‘draper of Stamford’ until in the 1440s he became a wool-stapler and
‘merchant’. The second part considers the fortunes of Stamford and William (in
the years of his maturity (1450–89)) against the political background of the Wars
of the Roses. In these William astutely avoided direct involvement, although he
frequently served as alderman and also in other local offices. Professor Rogers
offers a careful analysis of the intermittent disturbances in Stamford, separating
those ‘natural’ in an urban environment on a major thoroughfare from those
engendered by the civil war. As part of York’s estates Stamford has been seen as an
active Yorkist supporter, but it appears that its involvement has been greatly exag-
gerated, and Professor Rogers is particularly sceptical about the extent of damage
done to Stamford in 1461. Part 3 of the book places William and his wealth in his
economic milieu. It addresses the question of urban stagnation and decline and
looks in considerable detail at the architectural evidence; there was a good deal of
high quality building in Stamford at this time. William made his money in wool,
moneylending and property. Despite the general decline in wool exports, he seems
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to have prospered; trading through Ipswich and Boston, he and his brother John
were some of the largest exporters. Vivid glimpses of his moneylending appear in
the wills of his wife and of his brother-in-law, who notes that he kept a record of
his loans in his ‘own hand in his rede boke’. With his wealth he acquired a consid-
erable amount of property, both houses and shops in Stamford and farms and
manors in the surrounding counties. A careful analysis of the pattern of acquisi-
tions allows the author to discuss how far William might have had a policy and
how far he responded to opportunities as they arose. The fourth section examines
William’s community activity. As the wealthiest man in Stamford, William was
inevitably drawn into local government; he was a permanent member of the town
council and frequently served as alderman. Here the author takes the opportunity
to develop the story of Stamford itself and to explain how the town functioned.
Similarly there is a full examination of religion in Stamford against which to place
William’s parish activity and his charitable endowment of Browne’s Hospital. The
Hospital was by far the biggest of William’s building projects and a good deal of
it remains. Professor Rogers knows it well and provides an excellent and detailed
analysis of its building and function.The final section looks at William’s domestic
life and material possessions, his kin, friends and family. Mention of his wife of
fifty years and his daughter gives the author the opportunity to comment on a
woman’s life in Stamford in the fifteenth century. His conclusion examines the
status of merchants in the fifteenth century and in what sense William’s contem-
poraries might understand the term ‘noble merchant’.

This is very approachable book. The author writes easily and includes lively
detail of fifteenth century life. He traces William’s career and connections, making
use not only of documents but also of remaining buildings and surviving artefacts
such as brasses and windows. By casting his net widely, the author successfully
illuminates the life of Stamford in the fifteenth century as much as the life of
William. His stated intention is to write for the general public and ‘especially for
the residents of Stamford’; this volume will surely give them much pleasure. The
book contains a helpful family tree, seven maps and a considerable number of
detailed illustrations of Stamford’s buildings.

WENDY R. CHILDS

PEOPLE AND PROPERTY IN MEDIEVAL STAMFORD: A Catalogue of
Title Deeds from Stamford, Lincolnshire, from the Twelfth Century to 1547.
Edited by. Alan Rogers, with the assistance of Colin Taylor, Robert Ball, John
Hartley and others. 2012; Abramis Academic Publishing, Bury St Edmunds,
£25.00, $40.00, €32.50. ISBN 978–1–84549–548–0

Stamford is still visibly a medieval town. Its great beauty and interest is still visible
too in the surviving buildings. In its heyday it was a great religious and educational
centre, and a great commercial centre, with one of England’s great international
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fairs, which drew merchants from much of Northern Europe. However, its full
history, as Alan Rogers indicates in his foreword, cannot be easily explored, given
the sparseness of surviving municipal records. Such exploration will be easier with
this collection of property deeds for the town, brought together by the author with
the assistance of the Stamford Survey Group over a long period. Property deeds
offer a great deal of detailed information about people, property, topography and
changes over time, but they are quite difficult to use. This is primarily, therefore, a
book for the specialist urban and local historian. However, acknowledging the dif-
ficulties in their use, Alan Rogers includes in his introduction a paper that he wrote
earlier, on the use of deeds for medieval history. In his foreword and in the intro-
duction the editor indicates some of the themes that can be explored through the
deeds. He emphasises the importance of the collection for the thirteenth century
when Stamford was at its economic height, and when Jewish and alien communi-
ties played a large part in the towns fortunes. He also draws attention to the infor-
mation on the topography of Stamford, its gardens and mills, the fifteenth century
building activity, and the kind of rents paid. Some of the deeds here, especially
those concerning Browne’s Hospital, can profitably be read alongside Alan Rogers’s
new biography of William Browne. Historians of the town and area will find this
collection invaluable. The volume calendars over 1000 known Stamford deeds.
Around two thirds are drawn from the National Archives (formerly the Public
Record Office) and the rest are drawn from a variety of repositories too numerous
to list here, but including the British Library, Merton College Oxford, and a
number of county record offices from Devon to Northumberland. Most impor-
tantly this is an on-going collection and further deeds as they are found will be cal-
endared on the Stamford Survey Group Website <www.stamfordhistory.org.uk>.
The collection is furnished with two full indices of personal and place names and
also, most helpfully, with a subject index that includes such subjects as buildings,
gardens, occupations, and officials. This considerably enhances its value.

WENDY R. CHILDS
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Notices of Books and Articles

The following list consists of recent books and articles, mainly published in the last
twelve months, although earlier publications may be included.The appearance of
an item does not preclude its subsequent review.

BOOKS

Sir John Baker, The Men of Court 1440–1550. A Prosopography of the Inns of Court
and Chancery and the Courts of Law. 2 volumes. 1809 pages. 48 illustrations black
and white and colour. Selden Society Supplementary Series Volume 18 (2012).
Price to non-members, £125. isbn 978–0–85423–137–9

Introduction covers all aspects of the inns and the courts of law. Extensive biogra-
phies of each man A to Z. Nine Appendices include ‘Suits for Dues in the
Common Pleas 1440–1565’, Trustees of Gray’s Inn 1456–1516’, and ‘Armorial
Windows formerly in the Hall of Lincoln’s Inn c. 1490’. Index includes section on
books owned. Bibliography.

David Dymond and Clive Paine. Five Centuries of an English Parish Church: ‘The
State of Melford Church’, Suffolk. 2012. EAH Press, Cambridge, £15. Available from
Clive Paine, 11 Sharp Rd, Bury St Edmunds, IP33 2NB (tel: 01284 753411); p&p £4
(UK), £8 (Europe), £13.50 (USA) and £14 (Australia & NZ)].

isbn 978–0–9560384–6–3

Long Melford has one of the most famous parishes church in England, with mar-
vellous architecture and the vivid description of the church before the
Reformation by Roger Martin (‘The State of Melford Church’). This book is a
much expanded version of two earlier editions, and is constructed around thirty-
four documents illustrating the history of the church, parish and its people. The
first two documents are the wills of John Hill (proved 1495) and John Clopton
(proved 1497). Clopton, who is commemorated in an inscription above the south
clerestory, organised the church’s rebuilding in the late fifteenth century and is
perhaps its greatest benefactor. There is a substantial historical introduction,
footnotes, glossary and biographical notes, but no indexes. Over 100 illustrations,
many in colour, enhance the text, and several are of the documents under
discussion.

Lisa Monnas, Renaissance Velvets. 2012. 159 pages, illustrated. V&A Publishing,
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, £35. isbn 978–185177656–6

Sumptuously illustrated catalogue of fifty items of velvet at the Museum from the
early fifteenth century to the late sixteenth with full details of related examples,
technical details, materials and thread count, etc. The introduction gives a history
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of velvet weaving in Italy, Spain, France and Ottoman Turkey; and explains the
techniques, the weavers and their pay, and the quality controls.

Stephen Morrison, editor, A Late Fifteenth-Century Dominical Sermon Cyle. Edited
from Bodleian Library MS E Musaeo 180 and Other Manuscripts, 2 volumes (672
continuous paging), The Early English Text Society, OS 337, 338, 2012 for 2011;
published for the Society by Oxford University Press, price to non-members, £130.

isbn 978–0–19–726509–3

A full De Tempore sermon cycle (edited in entirety for the first time) designed to
serve the requirements of a preacher at any time. Of the Sarum Use.The introduc-
tion analyses the themes of the sermons (no topical allusions or comments on
general issues have been found): three concern the harmonious ordering of society
and the plight of the poor, the mercy of God and the Day of Judgement; Christ as
sovereign friend; the cult of the Five Wounds. The exempla used are tabulated.
The editor discusses whether these sermons were actually used and the implica-
tions of the use of the later version of the Wycliffite Bible for the English transla-
tions of the Gospel readings. The language is located to Leicestershire near the
Staffordshire border. Illustrated.

Rolf de Weijert, Kim Ragetli, Arnoud-Jan Bijsterveld and Jeanette van Arenthals,
editors, Living Memoria: Studies in Medieval and Early Modern Memorial Culture
in Honour of Truus van Bueren. 2011 432 pages. Uitgeverij Verloren bv, Hilversum,
€35.00. isbn 978–908704272–1

A selection of essays on the different forms commemoration could take in the
Middle Ages. Essays of particular interest to the fifteenth century include: Kim
Ragetli, ‘In word and deed. Margaret of York and the inclusion of manuscript col-
lections inMemoria research’; Charlotte Dikken, ‘A monument to a glorious past
and a questionable future? The Jerusalem Chapel in Bruges and its stained glass
windows’; Rolf de Weijert, ‘Gift-giving practices in the Utrecht Charterhouse.
Donating to be remembered?’; PaulTrio, ‘Obituaries or anniversary books: handle
with care! The example of the Ypres Confraternity of Our Lady’; and Annemarie
Speetjens, ‘The founder, the chaplain and the ecclesiastical authorities. Chantries
in the Low Countries’.

ARTICLES

Nicholas Amor, ‘Apprenticeship in late medieval Ipswich’, Proceedings of the Suffolk
Institute of Archaeology and History, volume 42, part 4, 2012, pages 411–23.

A Register survives for 1415–1500 (with large gaps) and a few individual indentures.
The text of one indenture is given and illustrated. Discussion of the level of skills
taught, the rights of each party, and the failure rate of apprentices to take up
freedom.The author relates the small number of apprentices recorded to Ipswich’s
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economic status in this period as well as the failure to enroll. The careers of a few
successful men are traced, for example Nicholas Winter (died 1488) and Edmund
Daundy, uncle of Thomas Wolsey.

Jerome Bertram, ‘Embellishment and restoration: the Bartelots and their brasses
at Stopham, Sussex’, Transaction of the Monumental Brass Society, volume 18, part
4, 2010, pages 334–62.

The first John Bartelot (d. 1428) married the heiress Joan de Stopham, and the
family’s brasses run almost continuously to the present day. The extensive repairs
and restorations done for example in seventeenth-century are sorted out in this
article. The Bartelots covered include those who died from 1428 to 1498, with full
illustration of their brasses and family tree.

Clive Burgess, ‘Obligations and strategy: managing memory in the later medieval
parish’, Transaction of the Monumental Brass Society, volume 18, part 4, 2010, pages
289–310.

This article charts the devotional regime that lay behind the development and
commission of memorials of all kinds from simple brasses to large chantries,
church windows, etc. The essential components of the definition of Purgatory,
the need of souls for the prayers of the living, and the parish structure of priests,
chaplains and church wardens to manage the gifts and encouage benefactions.
Extensively illustrated.

M. Collins, P. Emery, C. Phillpotts, M. Samuel and C. Thomas, ‘The king’s high
table at the palace of Westminster’, The Antiquaries Journal, volume 92, 2012, pages
197–243.

Analysis of the discovery of further remains of the marble King’s High Table in
Wesminster Hall at its south end.This was used from the thirteenth to seventeenth
century, for example, for the coronation feasts. Evidence of construction, design
and use. Fully illustrated.

Alison Hanham, ‘Revisiting the Stonor Manuscripts’,Historical Research, volume
86, number 231, February 2013, pages 15–29.

Traces the publishing history of the Stonor letters and papers from their first
appearance in C.L. Kingsford, The Stonor Letters and Papers, 1290– 1483 (1919),
and his supplement of 1924. As Hanham has shown elsewhere (Review of English
Studies, vol. 60 (2009), pp. 382–405), Kingsford’s transcripts were often unreliable,
and have not been corrected in Kingsford’s Stonor Letters and Papers (Cambridge
University Press 1996), which also reproduces numerous printers’ errors which did
not reach Kingsford’s published text. (See Alison Hanham, ‘Varieties of Error and
Kingsford’s Stonor Letters and Papers’, The Ricardian, vol. 60 (1997–99), pp. 345–52).
A number of Stonor letters have come to light since Kingsford’s time, and they
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are here offered in modern spelling. Some of the ‘lost’ Stonor accounts will be
further treated in a forthcoming article in the Ricardian.

H. Harrison, J. McNeill, P. Plummer and G. Simpson, ‘The Presbytery vault at St
Albans’, The Antiquaries Journal, volume 92, 2012, pages 245–72.

This is one of two thirteenth-century wooden vaults over a main span in England.
Detailed discussion of original vault, with a study of the extensive late medieval
alterations which are here associated with the abbacy of John of Whethampstead,
1452–65. The polychromy of this later work survives virtually untouched. Fully
illustrated.

Omar Khalaf, ‘Lord Rivers and Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Bodley 264: a specu-
lum for the prince of Wales?’, Journal of the Early Book Society, volume 14, 2011,
pages 239–50.

Offers the possibility that the MS, which contains a Roman d’Alexandre, the
Middle English poem Alexander and Dindimus (an imaginary exchange between
Alexander the Great and an ascetic Indian king) and a version of Marco Polo’s
text, should be considered part of Anthony Woodville’s ‘program’ [sic] for the edu-
cation of Edward of Westminster. Includes illustrations of Anthony’s signature.

David King, ‘The indent of John Aylward: glass and brass at East Harling’,
Transaction of the Monumental Brass Society, volume 18, part 3, 2011, pages 251–67.

The main part of this article deals with a brass planned by John Aylward, rector of
East Harling (from 1474) in his will of 1503, but there is extensive description of the
earlier tombs and glass in the church, which is associated especially with the
heiress, Anne Harling (d. 1498) and her three husbands, Sir William Chamberlain
(d. 1462), Sir Robert Wingfield (d. 1481), Lord Scrope (d. 1491). Details of
Aylward’s career and his involvement in Anne’s plans. Comparisons are made with
glass, brasses and paintings elsewhere and conclusions drawn about the workshops
employed. Fully illustrated.

Reinhard Lamp, ‘The inscriptions of the Blodwell brass at Balsham,
Cambridgeshire’, Transactions of the Monumental Brass Society, volume 18, part 3,
2011, pages 212–226.

Magnificent brass for John Blodwell (d. 1462) who came from Shropshire and
went blind long before his death. He is in elaborate clerical dress surrounded by
saints, with an inscription around the brass and a poem beneath the figure’s feet.
Full analysis, including a restoration of a line of verse omitted by the engraver in
error, and a stylistic appraisal of the poem ‘spoken’ by Blodwell’s soul. It is sug-
gested Blodwell wrote the poem himself. Illustrated
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Joel T. Rosenthal, ‘The bishops of Worcester in the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies: easy come easy go’, Midland History, volume 37, number 1, Spring 2012,
pages 17–44.

Covers the period 1307 to 1486 and twenty-thee bishops, plus two quashed elec-
tions, giving Worcester ( a monastic cathedral) the shortest average tenure of any
diocese – the exce ption being John Carpenter (1443–76). The article analyses the
men and their background, where this bishopric occurred in their career, their
pluralism, competence and education; also their support of their diocese and place
in political life. Tables of the average years of tenure of English sees, the bishops’
career patterns, and the years they spent at other sees, if any.

Margaret Statham and Sally Badham, ‘Jankyn Smith of Bury St Edmunds and his
brass’, Transactions of the Monumental Brass Society, volume 18, part 3, 2011, pages
226–50.

Jankyn Smith (d. 1481) was a major benefactor of his town, established a chantry
and augmented the College of Jesus (college of priests). Details are given about
his children, the location of his extensive lands, his career in Bury, membership of
the Candlemas Guild, eminent associates among the Suffolk gentry from Lord
Howard down and his Yorkist loyalties, the terms of his will and his foundations
which included an endowment to pay the town’s taxes. With an analysis of the
surviving copy of his portrait and its probable original, and the brass of Jankyn
and his wife in St Mary’s Church, along with its context. Illustrated.

Matthew Frank Stevens, ‘London women, the courts and the ‘golden age’: a quan-
titative analysis of female litigants in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries’, The
London Journal, volume 37, number 2, July 2012, pages 67–88.

This paper compares the cases in which women appeared in the Sheriffs’ Court of
London and the royal Court of Common Pleas at Westminster in 1320s and the
1460s. Overall there is no doubt that women’s presence declined substantially;
there is however, a small indication that they were involved in more economic
suits. Tables. Appendix setting out evidence including some from other local
courts. Discusses the literature of the dispute over a ‘golden age’ for women in the
fifteenth century.

Anne F. Sutton,The acquisition and disposal of books for worship and pleasure by
mercers of London in the later middle ages’, inManuscripts and Printed Books in
Europe 1350–1550. Packaging, Presentation and Consumption, edited Emma Cayley
and Susan Powell, Liverpool University Press 2013 (isbn 978–0859898706, £60),
pages 95–114, 249–57.

The article includes references to all books recorded by mercers of London in their
wills and other documents, as well as surviving copies, before 1536. Inevitably most
books referred to were pious if mentioned in wills, and mercers participated in
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the practice of common-profit bequests which left a book for the life of the recip-
ient who would then choose another worthy recipient. Mercers (probably includ-
ing the great Richard Whittington) were among the earliest to appreciate Piers
Plowman, and they also bought history such as the works of their fellow mercer,
William Caxton.

Anne F. Sutton, ‘“Serious Money”’: The benefits of marriage in London,
1400–1499’, The London Journal, volume 38, number 1, March 2013, pages 1–17.

How did the aldermen of London, who had to be worth £1000 in goods and
hopeful debts (not lands), achieve that level of wealth? Although successful trade
and inheritance played their part, the role of marriage is found to be a significant
factor in the careers of many of the 181 aldermen of the fifteenth century. The
richest catch was a widow, with or without children, for the estates of both were
protected by London custom; a widow of more than one husband might be an
extremely valuable catch. Several of these women were also chosen for their suit-
ability as lady mayoress (a role so far unstudied by historians), and might play that
role for more than one husband. Table.

Anne F. Sutton, ‘William Bretton, publisher of fine books, 1506–10’, The Library,
seventh series, volume 14, number 1, March 2013, pages 3–17.

The son of Agnes Don-Bretton (see The Ricardian, vol. 22, 2012), who published
some of the finest products of the Paris book trade. A discussion of who advised
him to publish speculative titles by English authors for English clerics, with an
assortment of standard religious texts as basic stock, and his choice of partners and
the support he may have received from his mother and elder step-brother, Angel
Don. The arms he used to illustrate his books are also explained. He died young
after only a brief career.

Anne F. Sutton and Livia Visser-Fuchs, ‘The sun in splendour and the rose reborn:
a Yorkist mayor of Lincoln and his book of hours’, Nottingham Medieval Studies,
volume 57, 2013, pages ...

Using his book of hours (now in Cambridge University Library) and his will (in
the White Book of Lincoln) this article examines the life of John Eylestone,
esquire, citizen, common clerk, sheriff (1460–61) and mayor (1471–72) of Lincoln,
his family and background, notably the Wimbushes of Nocton. His possible par-
ticipation in the campaigns of Towton and Barnet, his role in the administration
of his city until his death in 1492, and his promotion of the Corpus Christi play
during his mayoral year are discussed. His Yorkist sympathies are attested by his
composition of a chronogram celebrating the return of Edward IV in 1471, and
his receipt of a livery collar from the king which he bequeathed to the Great Guild
of Lincoln. Other entries he added to his book of hours allow insights into his
piety, erudition and his learned associates connected with Lincoln Cathedral.
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Deborah Thorp, ‘Documents and books: a case study of Luket Nantron and
Geoffrey Spirleng as fifteenth-century administrators and textwriters’, Journal of
the Early Book Society, volume 14, 2011, pages 195–215.

Looks in great detail at the circumstantial and palaeographical evidence for the
writing careers of both these men, who served in the household of Sir John Fastolf
and were well trained and flexible clerks, first drafting letters and documents, but
eventually producing literary work. Illustrated with samples of the men’s writing.
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RICHARD III AND THE KNAVE OF CARDS:
An Illuminator’s Model in Manuscript and Print,

1440s to 1490s
anne f. sutton and livia visser-fuchs

The Antiquaries Journal, volume 79 (1999), pages 257–99.

For over 200 years it has been asserted (originally by Joseph Strutt) that an
unflattering portrait of Richard Duke of Gloucester exists in the presentation
miniature of the copy of the Chronicle of England by Jean de Wavrin owned
by Edward IV.The authors recite the history of this assertion and prove that
no such portrait exists. In fact the figure of the courtier concerned turns out
to be a figure commonly used by illuminators and painters of all sorts,
ranging from Dürer to the first designers of playing cards. The figure was in
fact the original knave of cards. When Strutt and his imitators searched for
a figure that answered their imaginary idea of what a villainous Richard
looked like they chose, by chance, the knave of cards! They did not find a
portrait of the historical Richard III. This article is extensively illustrated.

Price £1, plus £2.50 p&p, from the Society’s Sales Officer or direct from
Dr A.F. Sutton, 44 Guildhall St., Bury St Edmunds IP33 1QF.

Overseas members to add 10% to cover surface-mail charges. Cheques to be in
sterling only and made payable to the Richard III Society.


